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The Midwest’s first mass gay wedding took 
place in Bloomington as part of the Pride 
Film Festival at the Buskirk-Chumley Thea-
tre recently. See Pages 60 & 61 for more of 
Ann Schertz’s & Lee Densmore’s photos.

They Did ‘I Do’ 
In Bloomington!
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Vincennes 
Steps 

Off 2013 
AIDS Walk 

Season
23rd March
VINCENNES, Indiana—The Vincennes 
University (VU) Student Government 
Association will kick off the 2013 AIDS 
Walk season around our area as they 
have scheduled the 4th Annual Greater 
Vincennes AIDS walk for Saturday, 
23rd March at 2 p.m. (Eastern). 

Walkers will step off from the Vin-
cennes University Student Recreation 
Centre, 1600 Short Street. 

Free HIV testing and event set-up will 
begin at noon and a Health Fair and 
Walk Registration start at 1 p.m.

Zachary Rawles, president of the Stu-
dent Government Association at VU 
told The Word that not only is the event 
seeking walkers, but they are solicit-
ing businesses in southwest Indiana to 
sponsor the walk itself as well.

“For only a $50 sponsorship your busi-
ness and/or organisation can be a spon-
sor of the event and have your name 
on the event t-shirt,” he noted, adding, 
“The Vincennes University Student 
Government Association is sponsoring 
the event at the Gold $500 level. We 
ask other businesses and individuals to 
please consider becoming sponsors as 
well.” 

To do so, visit the event’s website at 
www.VincennesAIDSWalk.org and send 
in a sponsorship form to Cindy Beals by 
14th March. 

Local student, social and business 
groups are also being encouraged to 
participate in the walk by organizing a 
team.  

Teams and individuals who wish to 
walk can sign up online at www.Vincen-
nesAIDSWalk.org as well.

“Last year we raised $2,000 and our 
goal is to double that amount this year. 
Proceeds go to the AIDS Holiday Proj-
ect which services low-income families 
impacted by HIV / AIDS in our county 
and all of our surrounding counties. 

“The project is working to provide food 
baskets this Spring on the Saturday 
after the walk, but we can only do this 
with everyone’s support,” Rawles noted.
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Your Vote 
Counts

By Rick Sutton / Political Columnist
Please Continue On Page 22

The Word is published the last week of every month at 110 E. Washington St., Suite 
1402, Indianapolis, 46204. While every effort is made to ensure accuracy and fairness, 
the publisher assumes no responsibility for errors. Liability is limited to the cost of  
said ad. Ads not cancelled by published deadlines will be billed at agreed-upon price. 
Ads may be edited or rejected for content at the discretion of the publisher. All items 
appearing in The Word, as well as the name, logos and design are copyright 2013 by 
BBS, A division of High Speed Delivery Fork Ltd. & Ted Fleischaker and may not be 
reproduced in any form without prior written approval. 

Phones: Indy: 317/632.8840 * Louisville: 502/454.4877  

e-mail: ted@midwestword.com                               

April’s
Deadline

™

Tuesday 19th March
Papers On Street:  
Friday 29th March
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Serving OUR Community  
With Legal Services  
For YOUR Unique Needs 
 

 www.bjbairdlaw.com 
bjbaird@bjbairdlaw.com 

 

317.637.2345 

445 NORTH PENNSYLVANIA STREET,  SUITE 401   INDIANAPOLIS, IN  46204 

PAPAL MUSINGS

Religion isn’t a typical topic for this column, but a Pope doesn’t resign every day. In 
fact, it last occurred in the year 1415 AD.  Catholics worldwide (and many others, for 
that matter) were shocked to hear Pope Benedict’s February announcement. It comes 
with irony.

This is the Pope who has steadfastly reinforced old-line conservative doctrine on gay 
and lesbian issues. And Lord knows the Catholic church has gay issues. Here’s hop-
ing a new Pope can send a different message, and there’s reason to hope: Consistent 
surveys among Catholics reveal relaxed attitudes on multiple social issues: lesbian and 
gay matters, a cloistered clergy and birth control.   

Could it be that this venerable institution is feeling the same demographic pinch that is 
sweeping America? We can hope.

ILLINI SPIRIT

By the time this is read, we should know much more about the courageous attempt 
to gain full marriage rights in Illinois. You will recall the effort fell just short several 
weeks ago. Among other reasons: two “yes” legislators had emergency conflicts.

All the votes are in place now. The Human Rights Campaign, among others, has been 
hard at work with grassroots organising throughout Illinois. And that’s where these 
games are won: in legislative districts.

Legislators get bombarded by multiple interests at statehouses across America. And in 
that pressure cooker, multiple causes compete for time. In the Indiana legislature this 
year, the big-ticket issues are varied: central Indiana mass transit, casino regulatory/tax 
reform, education, a biennial budget and many others.  

All of which makes field organization very important. Legislators go home almost eve-
ry weekend during the session. In Indiana and many other Midwestern states, there’s 
a tradition of town-hall type meetings in those districts on Saturdays. Voters come to 
those meetings to discuss issues important to them. And THAT’S where legislators pay 
close attention — at least for as long as you can (respectfully) hold their attention.

Sophisticated e-mail campaigns and expensive communications strategies can gener-
ate tens of thousands of messages to legislators within hours. We’ve seen that impact 
on our issues in all 50 states. It’s a difficult position for legislators — how do they 
weigh those mass-communication-driven messages together with other voter contact? 
It’s easy — personal contact almost always wins. 

Illinois allies never forgot that simple message. They’ve forged a strong network of 
district communicators. Those voters interact with legislators wherever they can — in 
the halls of power or in their home districts.

You’ll undoubtedly recall that four states sent a shock wave through lesbian, gay, bi 
& trans politics just last November. In Maine, Maryland, Minnesota and Washington, 
strong campaigns were waged on the ground in districts to influence voters. And it 
worked.

A hat tip to the steady hands that guide Illini efforts. May they succeed in spades. Be-
cause we can hope, if they do, that equality follows the jet stream and heads east.

PROMS ARE FOR KIDS

A school district in western Indiana is in hot water because of a prom. And it’s not a 
matter of expensive dresses, booze or tux rental. In Sullivan County, lesbian, gay, bi & 
trans students wanted to participate in their annual prom’s “grand march,” or some-
thing similar. That’s the event which sees all couples walk down a staircase to appro-
priate prom-themed music. This year the lesbian, gay, bi & trans students wanted to 
walk together so they did the right thing: they politely asked their principal and school 
administrators, who also apparently did the right thing: they said “OK.”

But it got ugly after that. A few self-described “conservative religious” parents objected.  
They demanded the school reverse itself. The school refused. The small group of par-
ents then swept into action and started planning an alternative prom.

Adding to the drama: a teacher who apparently lives in the district, but teaches else-
where, made ugly, offensive (and stupid) comments to media about lesbian and gay 
students. Something like “I don’t get why they need anything.”  

She even doubted the human dignity of those students.

In another life, I served on a school board. These kinds of issues burned up our phone 
lines regularly, so a few observations about this sordid affair from a writer who’s “been 
there, done that and got the t-shirt”:
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FEATURES 
• Mega HDTV Wall 
• Indiana’s Best Microbrews 
• Signature Cocktails
• Taste-Tempting Menu
• Freshly Squeezed Juice

• Convenient Garage Parking 
   for just $2 with Validation
• Use Point Perks Towards Food 
   & Beverage Purchases
• Indy’s Only Off Track Betting
• FastBet Mobile Race Wagering

Food, Friends, Fun, Horseplay - A Winning Combination! 
This exciting destination features an American cuisine-inspired grille, a 21st 
Century pub featuring a one-of-a-kind LED bar top and a Las Vegas-style race 
wagering lounge - all just steps from Monument Circle. 

(317) 656-7223
HPWinnersCircle.com

Details available. Admittance to the Triple Crown Club requires a two-drink minimum and business casual attire. Must be 18 years or older to enter. Management reserves all rights. Some programs subject to change.

Downtown Indy - Just one block from Monument Circle at 
20 N. Pennsylvania between Washington and Market Streets.

EVERY DAY | $3.00 20-ounce Featured Draft Beer of the Day

MONDAYS & TUESDAYS | $3.00 Well You-Call-Its

FRIDAYS & SATURDAYS | $8.95 Buckets of Domestic Beers (3)

SATURDAYS & SUNDAYS | $3.00 Bloody Mary Bar

CHECK OUT OUR DAILY DRINK SPECIALS!
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Hoosier Legislators Delay Gay 
Marriage Ban Vote; Joining 

International Trend Which Has 
Right Wingnuts Seeing Red

INDIANAPOLIS—A number of organisations fighting HJR-6, the so-called anti-
gay marriage amendment to the Indiana Constitution told The Word recently 
that they see a joint announcement by the heads of the state senate and house to 
postpone any vote on the bigoted rule to next year as a good thing. 

The reason is it buys more time in a fast-changing political landscape which saw 
voters in three states (Washington, Maryland and Maine) approve gay marriages 
last November and in a 4th, Minnesota, turn back an almost identical anti-gay 
amendment to the state’s constitution to the one the right-wingnuts are trying to 
pass in Indiana.

Indiana Equality Action and a number of allied organisations across the state 
issued a statement in response to the decision by house and senate lawmakers 
not to pursue a vote on HJR-6 during the 2013 General Assembly session, but 
they tempered their comments with caution that the battle may be won, but right 
wingers from the family association and others are pushing hard to win the war 
next year and threatening legislators for refusing to enshrine bigotry in the state’s 
constitution at their earliest chance.

Indiana Equality Action executive director Rick Sutton told The Word, “First and 
foremost, we want to thank legislators for putting the brakes on an amendment 
that would permanently alter our Indiana Constitution with uncertain long-term 
consequences. 

“We continue to believe the spirit of this amendment runs counter to our shared 
Hoosier values of kindness and equality. We also believe that the breadth and 
vagueness of the second sentence of the proposed amendment creates a host of 
unintended legal issues.

“A recent study by students at the Indiana University Maurer School of Law 
found a significant number of rights and obligations related to marriage that 
could be permanently denied under the proposed amendment. We will continue 
to look into these issues and monitor the U.S. Supreme Court cases in the com-
ing months. 

“Today, though, we celebrate the evolution of this debate and the open, honest 
dialogue we have had with lawmakers about the amendment’s effect on our state, 
our economy and our future. A delay is by no means a win, but we believe we are 
headed in a better direction, and Indiana is stronger when we all move forward 
together.”

Meanwhile, representatives of right-wing groups made appearances on local TV 
and in the daily newspapers wringing their hands over the delay which many gay 
and lesbian supporters and allies said shows how scared they are that the pause 
may be a death sentence for HJR-6. 

The reasons are that attitudes are fast-changing nationally, and the defeat last 
election of an almost identical constitutional amendment in Minnesota, despite 
millions of dollars poured into the state to bombard voters with half-truths and 
outright lies from the The National Organisation for Marriage (NOM), a well-
known homophobic group, and others still failed to get hate enshrined in that 
state’s constitution.

Meanwhile in nearby states, action is also shifting toward approving gay mar-
riage. 

In Iowa it is already legal. In Illinois, which already has civil unions, a full mar-
riage bill was making its way  through the state legislature in Springfield at 
presstime and nationally, the anti-marriage groups are reported to be losing any 

traction and most of their funding as the ground shifts under their feet faster 
than a California earthquake.

The Human Rights Campaign recently highlighted a new milestone in the march 
toward full marriage equality, too: the fall of the empire opposed to same-sex 
marriage. Their spokesman noted, “Widespread losses, sagging poll numbers and 
poor investments make it difficult to see how national groups like the so-called 
National Organisation for Marriage remain viable. 

“The mission of groups like NOM is to stop marriage equality,” Kevin Nix, HRC 
spokesman noted, adding, “That hasn’t happened. In fact, support for marriage 
equality has spread like wildfire the past couple of years and there’s no turning 
back. With no momentum and no money, they’ve lost the marriage debate.”

The momentum for marriage equality is indisputable. Four state legislatures 
passed same-sex marriage legislation during 2011-12, and voters in four states 
for the first time in history approved marriage equality on the ballot last Novem-
ber. This string of legislative and electoral victories would not have been possible 
without Republican support. 

National and statewide polling consistently shows majorities — including Afri-
can Americans, Latinos, millennials, Democrats, and Independents — back gay 
and lesbian couples receiving marriage licences. And marriage equality support-
ers have more intensity than opponents, according to a recent post-election poll 
conducted by Greenberg Quinlan Rosner.

Opponents’ financing is also drying up. They were outspent almost three to one 
last year in the ballot campaigns. More broadly, tax documents obtained by HRC 
last Fall show that NOM’s funding declined by one-third for 2011 – and that a 
whopping 75% of the anti-gay organisation’s funding came from just two donors. 
It’s not surprising then that NOM is unable to follow through on the threats the 
group makes to Republicans supportive of marriage equality.

NOM promised, for instance, that it would spend $2 million to defeat the four 
Republican State Senators in New York who backed the legislature’s same-sex 
marriage bill in 2011. NOM then backpedalled, saying it would spend $250,000 
in the primary fights. According to NOM PAC NY’s campaign finance reports, it 
only raised $45,000 and only spent $40,000 in 2012 – nowhere near what was 
claimed.

Beyond funding, NOM’s pressure campaigns — which the group insists have 
been successful — have produced little return on investment. “NOM’s threats to 
kick Republicans out of office – whether in New York two years ago or in Illinois 
in January — are empty,” Nix noted, adding, “It’s nothing but bluster aimed to 
instill fear in lawmakers. NOM’s become nothing but a paper tiger.”

NOM’s President, Brian Brown, just got back from Paris where, he says, he 
sought inspiration on how to stop same-sex marriage in America. 

French President Francois Hollande campaigned on legalising same-sex mar-
riage and at presstime was close to passing legislation to do so, and across the 
channel the British House of Commons overwhelmingly passed full marriage 
equality in early February, meaning Indiana voters, IF HJR-6 even makes it to 
the ballot in 2014, will have plenty of company and lots of inspiration to keep a 
gay marriage ban out of the state’s constitution. 

That is, if the U.S. Supreme Court and President Obama’s efforts don’t render the 
right-wingers’ efforts moot before then. It appears the tide has indeed turned, 
even here in the conservative Midwest.
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THE BEST ENTERTAINMENT IS AT HOOSIER PARK RACING & CASINO

Must be 18 years or older. Some restrictions apply. Complete details available. Management reserves all rights. Must be 21 years or older to enter casino. Gambling problem? Call 1-800-9-WITH-IT.

EVERY FRIDAY  
THROUGH MARCH 29

8:30 to 10:15 pm in the Terrace

BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND! 
Marvin Todd - March 1

Bob & Tom, BET’s Comic View

Leo Flowers - March 8
Comedy Central, Bob & Tom, 

Comics Unleashed

BT - March 15
HBO, Bob & Tom

Dave Dugan - March 22
Bob & Tom, Comedy Central

Geoff Tate - March 29
Comedy Central, Craig Ferguson

Enjoy $1.50 draft beers, open-mic, amateur stand-up comedians 
and a hilarious line up of featured comics and headliners each week! 

And, the jokes are on us - no cover charge.

$1.50 Draft Beers • FREE Comedy

(800) 526-7223
HoosierPark.com

Located on the Lower-Tier of the Homestretch Clubhouse in the Terrace
Open every day at 5 pm • Call 800-526-7223 ext. 4527 for reservations

The expansive terrace-style dining room offers guests the pinnacle of style and height of indulgence. 
The unique Homestretch Steakhouse is wrapped in a wall of windows. From classic steaks to succulent  

seafood and decadent desserts, there’s something to please every palate!

Just Minutes from 
Indy in Anderson!

69
ANDERSON

Indianapolis

465

THE FINEST DINING IS AT HOOSIER PARK RACING & CASINO
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Neither asteroid nor polar ice melt nor solar flare 
nor gloom of the zombie apocalypse shall stay these 
musicians from the completion of their assigned parts.
If you survived the end of the world, Come Out and Play with the Pride of Indy Bands.

PR
ID

E OF INDY

BAN DS
For more information, visit us at 
www.prideofindy.org

Tuesday • Broadway Methodist Church • 6:30 pm – 8:00 pm
609 East 29th Street, Indianapolis

Our Media Partners:

Rehearsals 
begin again 
January 8th!
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www.edwardjones.com  Member SIPC

This year, evaluate whether you can benefit from: 

1. Tax-advantaged investments. If appropriate, consider 
tax-free municipal bonds to provide federally tax-free 
income.*

2. Tax-advantaged retirement accounts. Consider  
contributing to a traditional Individual Retirement 
Account (IRA) or 401(k) to help lower your taxable 
income.

3. Tax-advantaged college savings accounts. Contribute 
or gift to a college savings plan for your children or 
grandchildren.

*May be subject to state and local taxes and the alternative 
minimum tax (AMT).

Edward Jones, its employees and financial advisors are not estate 
planners and cannot provide tax or legal advice. You should consult 
with a qualified tax specialist or legal advisor for professional 
advice on your situation. 

Feeling like you  
  paid too much in 
  taxes this year?

Call or visit today to learn more about these 
investing strategies.

Michael E Wright, CFP®
Financial Advisor
.

6925 E 96th Street
Suite 265
Indianapolis, IN 46250
317-841-9563

Fairness is on the march in the Bluegrass State on both the local 
and state levels.

In the college town of Berea, 30 miles south of Lexington, Mayor 
Steve Connelly announced in his State of the City address recent-
ly that he will soon sign an executive order extending employ-
ment protections to city personnel in hiring, firing, benefits and 
all other rights based on actual or perceived sexual orientation. 
According to The Berea Citizen newspaper, Connelly’s move is 
based partly on a political consultant’s statement that, for a city 
to prosper economically in today’s society, it must concentrate on 
entrepreneurship and civil rights.

Mayor Connelly’s move follows two years of grassroots efforts by 
Bereans for Fairness and the Fairness Coalition to pass a local 
anti-discrimination Fairness ordinance, prohibiting discrimina-
tion in employment, housing, and public accommodations based 
on a person’s actual or perceived sexual orientation and gender 
identity/expression. In late 2011, the Berea City Council took 
what appeared to be a first step towards passage of the ordinance 
by re-establishing the city’s dormant Human Rights Commission 
to investigate the issue and establish administrative processes for 
discrimination complaint intake, investigation and adjudication.

Earlier, the small Appalachian coal community of Vicco, popula-
tion 334, became the fourth city in Kentucky and smallest mu-
nicipality in America to pass an anti-discrimination Fairness law. 
Covington, Lexington, and Louisville have also passed Fairness 
ordinances in Kentucky.

According to a 2010 survey by The Schapiro Group, 83% of Ken-
tuckians support anti-discrimination Fairness protections which 
have been proposed in the Kentucky General Assembly for more 
than 10 years without debate. 

Fairness On 
The March 

In Kentucky

Statewide anti-discrimination Fairness laws have been filed in 
both chambers of the Kentucky General Assembly for considera-
tion this legislative session. Senate Bill 28, introduced by Sen. 
Kathy Stein (D-Lexington), and House Bill 171, introduced by 
Rep. Mary Lou Marzian (D-Louisville), would both amend the 
Kentucky Civil Rights Act to include “sexual orientation and gen-
der identity” among other classes of individuals protected from 
discrimination in employment, housing, and public accommoda-
tions. Fairness Coalition supporters from across the state were 
set to rally in the Capitol Rotunda in Frankfort Wednesday 20th  
February to push for their passage.

The Fairness Coalition consists of members and allies of 
the American Civil Liberties Union of Kentucky, Fairness Cam-
paign, Kentucky Commission on Human Rights, Kentucky 
Fairness Alliance and Lexington Fairness, working together 
to advance equality for lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender 
Kentuckians.

Introduction of the statewide Fairness laws follows a string of 
recent grassroots movements across the commonwealth to pass 
local anti-discrimination ordinances in Bowling Green, Eliza-
bethtown, Richmond, Shelbyville and other communities, along 
with the cities and towns which already have such regulations 
on the books. 

In Berea, Connelly defended his move and said he felt that it was 
“the right thing to do,” and added gay, lesbian, bi & trans protec-
tion is “an historical trend and I would rather Berea be a leader 
rather than a latecomer.”
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Your Vote 
Counts

Continued From Page Six

For Really Clean 
Windows, Go
Streak Free!

Indy’s Residential  & 
Commercial Window 

Cleaning Service,         
Offering Power Washing 
& Gutter Cleaning, Too!

For The Best View In Town... Call Streak Free!
889.8017 or 694.4819
streakfree77@att.net

   **For once, it appears, a school district did the right thing by their lesbian, bi, gay 
and trans students. We ought to celebrate and support that.

   **Hateful parents exist everywhere. From media reports, it looks like this group 
was small. And on TV, let’s just say their images weren’t flattering.

   **The “teacher” raising a lot of the fuss is allegedly in charge of mentoring at-risk 
and / or special education students in a neighbouring school district. There were 
multiple cries of outrage at her comments. The words were awful. If she demon-
strates one ounce of that attitude in her job, she ought to be severely disciplined and 
maybe fired.  But, a caveat, from experience:

If we try to squash a hateful teacher’s off-job remarks, we’re dangerously close to 
free-speech violations which are expensive to pursue. And if we dislike her anti-gay 
comments, what if another teacher promoted less-popular personal views in his or 
her off-time?  

For instance: “Why are we saying a prayer at commencement? Why are we tipping 
our hat to any religion?” 

The slippery slope of controlling employees’ views is just that.  While they’re on the 
public dime we have a right to expect teachers to promote universal respect and dig-
nity.  This teacher did not do that, BUT she failed to do so on her own time. Repug-
nant, but difficult to enforce.

I see multiple winners here.  Progressive parents stood up and defended the school’s 
actions. The school district had the wisdom to hire a principal who navigated this 
crisis well. Courageous lesbian, gay, bi & trans students made respectful requests for 
change and were rewarded.

Small-town views exist in the big city, too. This case unfolded in a way that reinforced 
all the small-town stereotypes. But the silver lining is plain: A calm, reasonable prin-
cipal said on-camera, “Students can walk down those stairs with anyone they want.”

We can deal with the ignorant teacher later. Let’s praise the multiple instances of good 
judgment, progress and dignity. And to think that progress occurred in small-town 
Indiana. Less than a year ago the state’s largest school district embarrassed itself by 
expelling Dynasty Young. Hooray for small-town common sense.

POLLS AND POLITICS

In late December, the Bowen Centre at Ball State University released a poll on mul-
tiple issues, including gay and lesbian matters. They collaborated with Indianapolis 
CBS TV station WISH-TV 8.

On the controversial issue of Indiana’s HJR-6, the Marriage Discrimination Amend-
ment, Hoosiers clearly rejected the notion. And one step further — Hoosiers are ap-
parently ready for full gay and lesbian marriage rights as the poll confirmed a Howey 
Poll released about three weeks prior. And the result?

It’s clear the national momentum is swinging our way.  That no doubt played a role 
in the legislature’s announcement regarding postponement of HJR-6 deliberations for 
this year. 

The polls came from different universes, though, something Speaker Briana Bosma 
pointed out in his press conference announcing the delay. He stated with firm convic-
tion that the Bowen poll was not well-grounded, as in: bad sample group. Never mind 
that it confirmed the Howey poll which was differently-based. Here’s the base of the 
argument, which could be titled “How I Debunk A Poll With Which I Disagree”:

The sample group for any statewide poll is oft-debated. The demographic composi-
tion of poll respondents is important in order to give the poll a realistic bent. For 
Howey it was registered voters — an appropriate number of Democrats, Republicans, 
Independents. For Bowen it was Hoosiers — registered or not — a common practice 
for Bowen.  

Look for more polls which give us a hearty snapshot of Hoosier values and views on 
this important issue. It is clear the momentum has shifted. How much?  Enough to 
postpone a vote that in October was all-but-certain.

Tick…tock….

  

   

If You Want To Reach Customers All Over The 
Region, Reach For The Phone & Call Us! Anything 

Else Would Be A Wrong Number! 317/725.8840
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Adolescence and BeyondAdolescence and Beyond
• Becoming who we are •

Indianapolis Women’s Chorus Presents the 2012-13 Concert Series • Life’s Full Circle
Dr. Scott Buchanan, Artistic Director

 Like us on Facebook  facebook.com/indianapoliswomenschorus

Presented by    Indiana Youth Group

Saturday, March 2, 2013 • 8 p.m.
Sunday, March 3, 2013 • 3 p.m.

Unitarian Universalist Church of Indianapolis • 615 West 43rd Street, 46208

For tickets, visit indychoruses.org/tickets/
Online ticket prices: Adult $15, Student, Seniors 60+ $10

Flex Passes also available • Phone 317-855-8706
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- The Advocate

FOURTH
GAYEST 
CITY IN  
AMERICA

THE IU ART 

MUSEUM
HOUSES WORK BY 
PICASSO,  
MONET, 
& WARHOL 
JUST TO NAME A FEW.

ADMISSION IS FREE
&

AWAY.COM LISTS 

  
AT #2 ON THEIR LIST 
OF THE TOP 10 

HIDDEN-GEM 
WINE REGIONS

THE BEST COFFEE SHOP  
ON THE PLANET IS  
SOMA  
IN BLOOMINGTON
- ADAM
  BERLIN, GERMANY

 

At all stages of HIV, from new infections to 
deaths, Blacks comprise the most dispropor-
tionately impacted racial/ethnic group across 
all subpopulations in the United States AIDS 
Resource Centre Ohio (ARC Ohio) and the Ohio 
AIDS Coalition (OAC) recently noted while rec-
ognising National Black HIV/AIDS Awareness 
Day which simultaneously promotes the health 
of Black communities nationwide and brings a 
critical recognition to this unacceptable dispar-
ity in new infections. 

“Raising awareness is critical in the fight 
against HIV/AIDS in our Black communities 
across Ohio” said Tyler TerMeer, Ohio AIDS 
Coalition Director. “The statistics are startling 
but we have come a long way in providing 
rapid test results, through 20 minute oral swab 
tests and access to treatment for those living 
with HIV. Our goal moving forward is to test as 
many individuals as we can and get them con-
nected to treatment.” 

HIV/AIDS remains the 9th leading cause of 
death among Blacks, and the 3rd leading cause 
of death among Black men and women 35-44 
in the United States. In Ohio, Blacks accounted 
for 49 percent of new diagnoses of HIV infec-
tion between 2006 and 2010, but represent only 
12 percent of Ohio’s population per 2010 U.S. 
Census estimates. 

AIDS Resource Centre 
Ohio Notes Blacks 

Hardest Hit By AIDS
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ATTACK of the recurring Syphilis!

Its Back!
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By Dr. Fred Schloemer, LCSW / Louisville

Outside 
The Box

For Really Clean 
Windows, Go
Streak Free!

Indy’s Residential  & 
Commercial Window 

Cleaning Service,         
Offering Power Washing 
& Gutter Cleaning, Too!

For The Best View In Town... Call Streak Free!
889.8017 or 694.4819
streakfree77@att.net

Dear Dr. Fred:

I’m a 55 year old single gay man, who was married to a woman for 25 years, and then to 
a man for six years. That relationship ended bitterly over a year ago, though we are trying 
to salvage some kind of friendship presently. I’m back in the serious dating scene now, 
hoping to find another male partner, and also hoping that this one will be the man that I 
can spend the rest of my life with.

My problem is this … I’ve always been attracted to younger men, and have been lucky to 
find ones who were attracted to older men. Not long ago, a matchmaking friend talked me 
into a blind date with her 30-something friend I’ll call “Devon” here. Despite not expecting 
much to happen, I fell head over heels for him right from our first date, and he in return, 
for me. For several weeks I was the happiest I’ve ever been. We had everything in com-
mon, from tastes in food, to music, to recreation, to the bedroom. Or so it seemed for a 
while.

Before long Devon made it clear that he was deeply committed to having children, prefer-
ably his own biological ones, or else adopted ones if he and his partner couldn’t find a 
surrogate mom to carry their biological child. Well, I already have two grown children, 
and at my age, don’t want any more kids, especially not youngsters. When I made that 
clear to Devon and firmly stood my ground about it, he tried to come to terms with not 
having kids, saying the main thing he wanted was me in his life.

But soon, it became obvious that he just couldn’t give up a lifelong dream and I didn’t feel 
comfortable asking him to. He began distancing himself, being unavailable due to work 
or other excuses. Finally, we reached the point where he wasn’t even returning my calls or 
texts, and that’s where it stands at present. So, even though he hasn’t said it in so many 
words, I know now that it’s over between us.

My question for you has two parts. The first part is: I want to have some sort of closure 
with Devon, not just let things drift off into nothingness. Would it be reasonable to ask 

him to give me that, through our having an honest, adult, real-time conversation? And 
the second part is: Was I wrong to insist that I wanted no more kids? Should I have given 
the possibility more serious consideration, rather than just shooting it down without 
more discussion?

Sign me,

“No More Kids in Louisville”

Dear No More Kids:

The longer I enjoy writing this column, the more inclined I am to respond first with 
the “short answer,” then go on to look at things more in-depth after that. So in that 
spirit, let me start with the following.

The first answer is “yes,” it would be entirely reasonable for you to ask Devon for an 
adult, face-to-face talk to give you both closure. The second is “no,” you weren’t wrong 
at all to insist that you don’t want any more children. Now, let’s amplify a bit on the 
above.

One of the beauties of dating younger men is that they can have such boundless ener-
gy, idealism and vision about what the future might bring. I admire Devon’s wanting to 
be a parent and hope that he can achieve that goal. But one of the down sides of dating 
younger men is that they don’t always have the maturity and perspective that older 
men do. There’s a degree of experience and wisdom that comes from simply surviving 
on this often-crazy planet and often-crazy gay culture we all inhabit.

So, (sorry younger men, no wish to give offence here), as Kathy Bates said after 
rear-ending two young girls who cut her off in a parking lot in the movie Fried Green 
Tomatoes, “I’m older and I have better insurance.” In other words, while getting older 
doesn’t ensure we’ve learned important things about how to live life, it’s for darn sure 
most of us know a lot more as older men about ourselves and the world we live in than 
we did when we were younger men. And that’s what we’re seeing here in your situa-
tion, No More Kids.

You’ve raised your children, divorced and moved on to a new phase of life. You have 
no need to go there again now; to do so would be redundant. But to hold Devon back 
from going on that same journey himself wouldn’t be fair either. So I admire your let-
ting him go as gracefully as you have.

The next point is, while it’s reasonable for you to want and ask for an adult talk leading 
to closure with Devon, he doesn’t really owe anything to you. Yes, certainly, any hon-
ourable man of any age whether younger or older, would want to achieve closure after 
ending an important relationship. But it’s not reasonable for you to insist on or really 
expect it to occur. That ball is in Devon’s court and I just hope he has the integrity to 
make the right decision about it.

Good luck in all that you’re dealing with here, and please keep me posted.

Fred Schloemer is a gay psychotherapist in Louisville. Please write him at FredSchlo-
emer@aol.com 
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By DJ "Miss" Hill / MJ's Cafe / Dayton

Music 
Corner

Catch DJ “Miss” Hill every Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday and Saturday at MJ’s Café in 
Dayton.

Hill’s Top 10. Based on dance floor results and requests (Not what he thinks is hot):

1 - Will.I.Am feat Britney Spears - Scream & Shout (Chris Cox Mix)

2 - Rihanna - Diamonds (Bimbo Jones Mix)

3 - Nicki Minaj - Pound The Alarm (LP)

4 - Madonna - Turn Up The Radio (R3hab Surrender Mix)

5 - Calvin Harris feat. Florence Welch - Sweet Nothing (Tiesto ReMix)

6 - Ellie Goulding - Figure 8 (The Alias Mix)

7 - Scissor Sisters - Let’s Have A KiKi (Almighty Club Mix)

8- Christina Aguilera - Your Body (Country Club Martini Crew Mix)

9 - Pitbull - Don’t Stop the Party

10 - Pink - Blow Me (One Last Kiss) (Cosmic Dawn Remix)

Hey there!!! DJ Hill here. I’m sayin’ the “YAAAAAY???”. It’s March and the little lepre-
chauns are hiding the hot mixes under their pots ‘o gold. But don’t worry. I still found 
these. Wish me a bit ‘o luck...

The Mix - Wings: Here’s something different.Very uplifting and positive. But never 
mind the original. Find yourself the Alias Club Mix. Bouncy bouncy bouncy! There’s a 
little bit of Dub Step but not enough that it’s irritating. This might be my favourite of 
the month. Makes me want to spread my wings and fly. 

Zedd featuring Foxes - Clarity: I’m not real clear (insert rim-shot here) with the fasci-
nation with Zedd. And Foxes’ vocal are SOOOOOO mellow. I’m wantin’ someone to tell 
how it’s going down and I don’t get a choice in the matter. That voice that’s heavy and 
really belts it out. Not even the Tiesto Mix can give it enough energy for me. On a dif-
ferent note...If you want something super mellow then check out the Zedd Union Mix. 
Mostly orchestral with a low beat in the background. It’s pretty but not a dance hit.

Ke$ha - C’Mon: Really? C’mon...Another Ke$ha song? And it sounds just like all of her 
other crap. There was a little bit of effort with the Cosmic Dawn Mix to try and make it 
listenable but it’s still just another Ke$ha song.

No Doubt - Looking Hot: She’s back with No Doubt for their second single off of their 
latest album. There was a lot of controversy over their video with the whole Native 
American thing but that doesn’t mean we can’t still listen to audio. It’s fun and dance-
able on its own but we get the R3hab Mix just to punch it up a little.  

Nicole Scherzinger - Boomerang: Nicole is like a boomerang. You throw her away 
and she just keeps coming back. I’m not a huge fan of Miss Scherzinger but I can toler-
ate some of her stuff. This isn’t one of the worst ones. It’s catchy enough to make me 
tap my foot to it. Even better with the Cahill Club Mix.

Stacey Jackson - Pointing Fingers: Here’s a fun little anthem with all the right bass 
and all the right slow-downs and build-ups with that classic Big Room feel mixed with 
that Electro vibe. And all thanks to the Dave Aude Club Mix. Not to mention she tells 
you what and don’t mess with her or her friends!

Yoko Ono - Hold Me: And now for the “Joke of the Month” winner: Yoko Ono once 
again gets the award for the most obscure crap to be put out there. And I can’t believe 
that Dave Aude produced and co-wrote this with Miss Ono. That is just a big OH NO. 
That being said, the only mix I know of is the Dave Aude Club Mix. Imagine that.

That’s it for now. I hope you were lucky enough to find that pot o’ gold…in club mixes 
that is. It’s usually way down at the bottom of the pot. 

Check me out at www.MissHillDJ.com or find me on Facebook under DJ-Douglas Hill. 
I’d love to hear from you. You can also e-mail me at hill@misshilldj.com And please let 
me know about anything new or any local independent music. I’m always open to new 
stuff. 

‘Til April...
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and
the
by Matt Ponder

pecs
When I was a scrawny little pup, I dreamed of the day I would be older, bigger and free 
to come and go as I pleased. The world seemed to be waiting for me to claim it as my 
own. I would be able to drive wherever I wanted, eat cake for dinner, have a body like 
that of my beloved comic book heroes and live in my own apartment where I could 
blast my Duran Duran music as loud as I wanted.  

Then as the years flipped past and I grew up and out, I found myself longing for the 
sweet simplicity of childhood. No responsibilities, no bills, no dramatic relationships, 
dinner on the table every night and Summers off. It’s the eternal conflict that all of us 
face in every aspect of our lives: wanting what we cannot have.

It’s human nature to desire the things that we don’t have and if we are told we can’t 
have them, we want them even more. When we see someone leading a seemingly per-
fect life, we feel a twinge of envy at the things they have that we do not. The hard truth 
is, however, that we don’t know the true nature of their lives and what they have done 
to get these things which seem so fantastic. A person with many amazing material 
possessions may be thousands of dollars in debt. Someone with a perfect body may 
have sacrificed their deeper health to achieve that physical ideal. Not only that, but the 
odds are pretty good the person you envy is missing something that you have taken for 
granted, such as a family that loves you, the comfort of anonymity or even a clean bill 
of health. 

Every day we are bombarded with images of people who are seemingly better than 
we are, have more than we do and live their lives in a manner we can only dream of.  
This country has become so adept at making any entitled moron or screeching hillbilly 
into an overnight celebrity that it leaves many of us wondering: “Where’s my television 
show? I’m much more interesting and easier on the eyes, so why am I not getting paid 
six figures to have people watch me complain about my love life and throw drinks in 
people’s faces?”  

The culture of celebrity is a fertile ground for breeding the “grass is always greener” 
mentality. We see these talentless nobodies rise to fame, fortune and People Maga-
zine covers and we resent them for having the fame and wealth they obviously don’t 
deserve.  

It should be you, right? But when you realise they can’t even go to the grocery store 
without being followed by paparazzi who love taking unflattering snapshots of them 
how will you feel then?  

Speaking of snapshots, it seems that everywhere you turn there are images of perfect 
bodies splashed across billboards and in magazine layouts. We secretly think: “I wish 
I looked like that”, but there are many factors that are part of those carved abs and 
pumped-up biceps.  

Let’s start with how these bodies are created. Take it from me, it’s not easy. Even with-
out whatever hand you’ve been dealt on the genetic level, there are the grueling work-
outs, the strict diets and the sweat-soaked cardio — and that’s all before the Photoshop 
is brought in. Contrary to what the media will have you believe, it’s not just Hydroxy-
cut and Skechers Shape-Ups.  

Being unbelievably good-looking and carrying around a warrior’s physique is a double-
edged sword. Sure, everyone thinks you’re beautiful and can’t wait to get you between 
the sheets, but that’s all you have to offer right? When you’ve got a face like Will Grant 
who cares about your views on all the facets of life? Who needs a brain when you’ve 
got a 44-inch chest and a 30-inch waist? So once again: would it be worth it?  

Would you trade brains for brawn? Don’t get me wrong, I know for a fact you can have 
both, but the way beauty in all its forms is perceived is that you must be a one-trick 
pony. And this feeling is prevalent in the gay community more than anywhere else.

In our culture there is always a race to have a prettier face, a better body, a sleek new 
car or dazzling home and the impossible ability to hold on to the fragile gossamer of 
youth. Maybe it’s because in a dark corner of our mind we believe if we have all of 

these things plus the material touchstones of perfection, then we will finally be loved.  
Sure, not everyone feels this way, but when you have grown up in an environment 
where who you are is deemed unacceptable, it also seems to mean that you are unlov-
able as well. This leads to overcompensation and the desire for things that may be out 
of reach: A beautiful body, a beautiful boyfriend, barrels of cash, an expensive home 
and all things that are newer, better and shinier.  

The desire for the things we can’t have is a familiar monster that rears its ugly head in 
our sexual and romantic lives and can consume you if left unchecked.  

Remember all those girls who had crushes on you in high school and college? Remem-
ber all the straight boys you had crushes on in high school and college? These are two 
peerless examples of wanting what you can never have. As far as wanting to be in a 
stable loving relationship when you’re a singleton in a world of men, that is something 
that is not out of reach — unless of course the object of your affection is connected to 
someone else.  

When you desire a person you can’t have, whether they are already in a relationship 
or simply not interested, it may be because you see in them qualities that attract you.  
Maybe it’s their smile or their body or their sense of humour or even their commit-
ment to their current boyfriend.  

But just because you have a fondness for someone’s mate or someone who has no 
romantic interest in you doesn’t mean you can’t find someone equally amazing with 
many of the same qualities if you just put forth a little effort. The truth is that even if 
you do find that someone, they won’t have the delicious danger of the forbidden, and if 
that is what really turns you on, you’re in for a world of hurt. Not only could you cause 
the demise of a relationship when you pursue one of its pair, but once you chase some-
thing down and finally get it, the thrill is gone and your gaze will shift elsewhere.

On the flip side, you have the people who are in relationships but who see the freedom 
and variety of the single life as something to be missed. Instead of appreciating the 
emotion, sanctity and security of their relationship, they see the world as missed op-
portunities and a constant parade of temptations.  

Many people deal with this by deciding an open relationship is better than a tradition-
al one-on-one relationship, thereby reducing the importance of the emotion that falls 
into monogamy. Why not have your cake and eat it too? That isn’t happiness.  That’s 
greed. And if you are in a monogamous relationship and give in to the seductive power 
of forbidden fruit or you are the one that seduces someone away from their partner, 
will either of you be able to move any further with your union? Or will you merely 
turn to the next seemingly unattainable conquest now that the excitement has peaked?

There is nothing wrong with ambition, confidence and having high hopes for yourself 
in this life. When you look at something you want that is seemingly out of reach, you 
need to take a step back and ask yourself if it’s truly something that is unattainable or 
if it is even worth aiming for.  

None of us can go back in time to our youth or fly like Superman, so those are merely 
fantasies and dreams of things we will never have. To have fame and fortune may be 
attainable for some, but is that truly something that you can handle? Living comfort-
ably is one thing, but having more money than you know what to do with opens up a 
Pandora’s box of woes, as does having a camera crew follow your every move. 

What about your appearance? If you want to have a great body, you have to be willing 
to work for it, and if there is something about your looks that you want to change, 
the science is out there. But before you do something drastic, you have to realise that 
everyone in the world sees beauty differently. The very thing you want to change may 
be the one thing your true love finds most desirable. 

Speaking of true love, if you’re in the habit of coveting other people’s boyfriends may-
be it’s better to find someone who is unattached to set your sights on. The room for 
heartbreak is a lot less on all fronts. And if you’re laying next to your partner at night 
thinking about all the fun you used to have when you were single, I can guarantee you 
that when you were flying solo you day dreamed about having someone to come home 
to every night.

Our culture saturates us with stories and images of people who have more than we 
do. It tells us that we need a beautiful mate, more money, better clothes, sharper abs, 
faster cars and all the trappings that will finally, truly make us happy and loved by all.  

If you look closer you will see that more often than not, you have many, many things 
that already make you happy and to want for trivial things merely because you are 
made to believe they are important or because they are forbidden is a road to disap-
pointment. 

So the next time you see something or someone you feel may greatly improve your life 
ask yourself this: Are these things really better than the things I already have? Or am I 
just trained to be dissatisfied with what I have now?
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By Michael Wright / Edward D Jones

Finances 
In Focus

120 East Market Street, Suite 370 , Indianapolis, IN 46204 

317.236.0477  / 317.454.0732 (Fax)

toddlaw@sbcglobal.net

It probably was not on your calendar, but World Yoga Day takes place anually on the 
24th of February. Did you miss it like I did? As more people have discovered its health-
ful benefits, yoga has grown in popularity. But whether or not you practice yoga, you 
can apply its lessons to other areas of your life — such as investing, which is, afterall, 
what this column is all about. Specifically, consider the following yoga-related themes 
and how they might translate into investment habits that may be beneficial even if you 
missed the “big day” this year:

Balance — If you observe advanced yoga practitioners, you will be amazed at the 
balance they exhibit during certain positions. But for serious yoga students, the idea 
of “balance” goes beyond physical movements and extends to a concept of life that 
emphasises, among other things, an avoidance of extremes. As an investor, you too 
need to avoid extremes, such as investing too aggressively, too conservatively or too 
sporadically. By building a balanced portfolio, and by investing regularly, you can help 
improve your chances of making progress toward your financial goals.

Flexibility — Among its many benefits, yoga helps people increase their flexibility — 
and greater flexibility results in fewer injuries and an increased capacity to enjoy many 
physical activities. As an investor, you need to be flexible enough to adjust your port-
folio as needed while still following a long-term strategy that’s appropriate for your 
individual goals, risk tolerance and time horizon.

Relaxation — For yoga students, proper relaxation is essential to achieving men-
tal equanimity, emotional balance and inner strength. But relaxation doesn’t always 
come easily as even experienced yoga practitioners need to work at it. As an investor, 
you also may need to train yourself to relax because, given the ups and downs of the 
market, it’s not hard to become overwrought and make ill-advised decisions based on 
short-term events. Staying calm and maintaining a long-term view of things may help 
you make better investment decisions.

Positive thinking — Our own thoughts and actions are largely responsible for creat-
ing our happiness and success, according to yoga teachings. And positive thinking can 
play a key role in investing, too. For example, if you were to constantly look at nega-
tive headlines, you might conclude that it is pointless to invest for the future because 
external events — economic instability abroad, political squabbles at home, natural 
disasters and so on — will just disrupt your plans. Consequently, you might decide not 
to invest or invest in such a way that can make progress toward your financial goals 
difficult. But if you maintain a positive attitude, you may be more inclined to invest 
wisely for your future.

Visualisation — In yoga, visualisation is often used to reduce stress. At any given 
time, you might find it difficult to relax, but you can use your imagination to see your-
self — and put yourself — in a relaxed state. As an investor, you need to visualise your 
goals, such as a comfortable retirement, before you can define a strategy to help you 
work toward them. By seeing yourself where you want to be, you’ll be motivated to 
take the actions necessary to work toward getting there.

So whether you marked Yoga Day or not, you can still celebrate by trying to put the 
principles of yoga to work. They may help you become a better investor and I’d be will-
ing to bet you won’t forget next 24th February, either!

While I’m on the topic of investing and when to do/start/continue it, several folks have 
asked me about the risks associated with it. You know: This investment carries this 
type of risk, while that investment carries another one. And it is certainly true that all 
investments do involve some form of risk. But what about not investing? Isn’t there 
some risk associated with that, too?

In fact, by staying on the investment sidelines, or at least by avoiding long-term, 
growth-oriented investments, you may incur several risks. Here are some for readers 
to consider:

—You might not keep up with inflation. If you put all your money under the prover-
bial “mattress,” or, more realistically, you keep it all in “cash” instruments and very 
short-term investments, you might think you are “playing it safe.” After all, you might 
reason, your principal is protected, so even if you don’t really make any money, you’re 
not losing it, either. But that’s not strictly true, because if your money is in investment 
vehicles that don’t even keep up with inflation, you can lose ground. In fact, even at a 
relatively mild three percent annual inflation rate, your purchasing power will decline 
by about half in just 25 years.

—You might outlive your money. I know that sounds “silly” or worse to the average 
Word reader who is somewhere in his or her 20s, but for a 65-year-old couple, there’s 
a 50 percent chance that one spouse will live past age 90, according to the Society of 
Actuaries. This statistic suggests that you may need your investments to help provide 
enough income to sustain you for two or even three decades in retirement. At 25 this 
may seem far-fetched, but trust me, it’s true and will become more a factor as you 
trade those Speedos and skinny jeans in for middle age and retirement “some day”.

—You might not be able to maintain your financial independence. Even if you don’t 
totally run out of money, you could end up scrimping by — or, even worse, you could 
become somewhat dependent on others (maybe a younger husband or boyfriend or 
family member?) for financial assistance. For most people, this prospect is unaccepta-
ble. Consequently, you’ll want to make appropriate financial decisions to help maintain 
your financial independence.

—You might not be able to retire on your terms. You would probably like to decide 
when you retire and how you’ll retire — that is, what sort of lifestyle you’ll pursue dur-
ing retirement. Will you be “stuck” in the Midwest or really be able to afford to move 
to Palm Springs or P-Town or Europe? Will you stay home a lot or be able to go on 
cruises or spend Winters at the beach? These choices may be taken out of your hands 
if you haven’t invested enough to retire on your own terms.

—You might not be able to leave the type of legacy you desire. Like most people, you 
would probably like to be able to leave something behind for your husband, wife, part-
ner or family and to those charitable organisations you support. You can help create 
this type of legacy through the appropriate legal vehicles — i.e., a will, a living trust 
and so on, all the more important for gays and lesbians still unable to marry legally 
in most states — but regardless of the marriage laws, you’ll still need to fund these 
mechanisms somehow. And that means you’ll need to draw on all your financial assets, 
including your investments. 

Now’s the time to work with your financial advisor to determine the mixture of growth 
and income investments you need during your working years and as you move toward 
retirement to help you meet your retirement goals. However you do it, get into the 
habit of investing, and never lose it — because the risks of not investing are just too 
great. And that applies to everyone — not only the older guys and gals, but you pose-
and-model and go out every weekend boys who seem to think you will never get older. 
Trust me, it will happen so prepare bit by bit starting now.
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At Zim Marss
1500 Locust Street 
Terre Haute
(812) 243-4211

Obituary

Mark D. Cavell, affectionately known 
as Marcusio, passed away 25th January 
2013.  

Mark was a 32 year employee of the Na-
tional FFA Organisation, where he served 
as Chief Technology Officer.  

He was a member of the Walloon Lake 
Association, National FFA Organisation, 
and a supporter and former volunteer for 
The Indiana Youth Group.

He is survived by brothers Chris (Joella) 
and Scott (Susan) Cavell, nieces Ashley 
and Elizabeth (Andy), nephews Jonathan 
and Clayton (Lisa), several grand nieces 
and nephews, caring co-workers and a 
plethora of dear friends.

Memorial Services were held at Second 
Presbyterian Church followed by a Cel-
ebration of Life at Talbott Street Night-
club 9th February.

Contributions to the Walloon Lake As-
sociation, National FFA Organisation or 
The Indiana Youth Group may be made in 
his memory.

Damron
LGBT Travel Guides

with the 2013

For nearly 50 years, Damron has listed LGBT resorts, B&Bs, nightclubs, 
restaurants, cruises, tours & much more, across the US, Canada, Europe & beyond.

We’ll show you where to go! Trip OUT with Damron. 

Call for a free catalog. Got iPhone or iPad? Find Gay Scout and Gurl Scout in iTunes.
415/255-0404            www.damron.com

Out!Trip
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The Goose 
Is Loose!

By Michael Chanak / Cincinnati Community Centre
Another game of hide and seek? OK, no. It is bit difficult to hide this Goose’s am-
ple booty behind a tree, a couch or a chair. Certainly though we won’t be hiding our 
“pride” in Cincinnati as we celebrate 40 years of Pride, 40 years of New Spirit MCC 
(Metropolitan Community Church) and 20 years of our very own Goose’s nest — the 
Gay, Lesbian, Bi & Trans Centre in September. Let alone the fact that Alternating Cur-
rents, own brand of gay radio, has now been heard in Cincinnati for nearly 35 years.

Sure does look to this cock-eyed Goose like a lot of groups in the local queerdom are 
rolling up on middle age soon. If history is any gauge of how quickly things change – 
the old feathered one wonders if gay and lesbian organisations will be like so many of 
our local watering ponds — you know, drying up because of lack of rain. But just look 
at the churn in our local bar scene and (if memory serves) we have fewer overall than 
we used to.   

Remember back at the founding of the Cincinnati’s Men’s Chorus or the women’s choir 
Muse when they didn’t use the words gay or lesbian in their titles and were criticised 
for it?  

Who knows, but maybe they were ahead of their times by not identifying with gay or 
lesbian in their names even though not all members are gays or lesbians?  

Now in 20 years or less we might find the lay of the land looking very different — very 
different once again. But is that a cause for celebration or a cause for concern?  

It would be great to hope that HIV could be conquered in under two decades. But 
what if all the agencies that address those concerns were no longer needed? 

What about all the “gayla dinnah” folks and political organisations? 

Some exist in name only now. Plus we have a slew of other organisations that also 
might go the way of the dodo bird. Let this be a warning to all feathered friends: None 
of us know the day our time will be up, although some seem in a hurry to tell me that  
my time “has passed.”

How could we function without “gayla dinnah” parties, or “grand soirees” or other 
blockbuster events?  What? No Pride Night at Kings Island? Will we need a Gay Cham-
ber of Commerce?

Even the need for a Centre (and those who wonder where the pool table is) – might 
find they can locate a pool table in some place that welcomes them, such as at any 
corner bar. Now, in case you missed it, the Goose is laying this down – things are going 
to change, very dramatically and quickly.  Hopefully as Cheryl Eagleson offers, “crisis 
creates opportunity.”   

I find that crystal ball gazing, however much fun, is a dangerous calculus.  

One thing I predict though is that things will change; they must change – and that suc-
cess doesn’t always mean surviving change, but endorsing and embracing it.  

Maybe success will be as New Spirit MCC states “they will have succeeded in their mis-
sion when they are no longer needed.” 

More than likely what will happen is that things will just rearrange. They’ll look dif-
ferent than what we have today but in many ways they won’t change at all — people 
being people and egos being egos. Still if there is a “gay pride” what letters will we be 
using? It could be called GLBTQPIAZ Pride and I don’t have a clue what those extra 
letters I just threw in will even stand for. Will it “evolve” to be akin to going to a local 
neighbourhood festival like my own ethnicity’s Greek Festival on Winton Road? My 
editor here at The Word has always steadfastly refused to even permit the letters like 
GLBT in print because of this very possibility and the totally silly (he says) alphabet 
soup which has already evolved by adding A or S or Q or other letters by some groups. 
And I can’t say I totally disagree with him. 

Our progenitors created many of the extant organisations because most in the main-
stream ones were not willing to accept our differences, support us or work with us.  
We (royal we) created our own. How might that look in five, ten or 15 years? Mean-
time, I’d be happy if someone locally would just put together a list of “friendly” physi-
cians or those who support us. My needs have become so much simpler with time.   

We may be at the edge of a new epoch of identity crisis for the community. What 
started with a whisper so many years ago might lead us in a very different direction in 
just a few years from now... At least I’m hoping so. 

CINCINNATI—A new ministry addressing the needs of the gay, lesbian, bi & trans 
Community is being introduced to the Cincinnati area as IntegrityUSA recently an-
nounced the beginning of a new chapter for the Queen City. 

Integrity Cincinnati will have its initial meeting at Grace Episcopal Church, 5501 
Hamilton Ave., Friday 26th April at 7 p.m. All past and current members of Integrity as 
well as all members of the gay and straight community are welcome to attend. 

The meeting will begin with a religious service and musical presentation. Father Tom 
Fehr will be the presider for the religious service and all religious leaders will be in-
vited to participate. All congregations will be welcome. 

“Already several churches and religious groups of other denominations have shared an 
interest and desire to attend this meeting,” organisers noted.

Following the religious service there will be a get-together in the great hall of the 
church. All are invited to stay for this, which will include a brief informational meet-
ing, snacks, drinks, desserts and door prizes. 

IntegrityUSA is the leading public voice for the full inclusion of gay, bisexual, lesbian, 
and transgender persons in the Episcopal Church. Founded in 1974 by Dr. Louie Crew, 
Integrity has grown to become an organisation with members across the country — 
gay and straight, rural and urban, in congregations large and small. 

“Integrity fulfills a key uniting role, seeking to bring together individuals and congre-
gations who share a vision of a community in which all people, regardless of religious 
affiliation, are included in the spirit of God’s love,” organisers noted.

Currently IntegrityUSA has 60 chapters with over 2000 members in the United States. 
Integrity Cincinnati organisers envision their mission as reinforcing dignity, rewarding 
diversity and reaffirming equality. “An objective of this chapter will be to emphasize its 
place in the local community, giving a helping hand, a source of fellowship, all in the 
spirit of love.”

Other meetings are being planned throughout the year. These will involve everything 
from a cook-out to a social justice project. For more information ring 513/868.8843.

Integrity Starts 
First Cincinnati 
Ministry In April

INDIANAPOLIS—The National Lesbian, Gay, Bi & Trans Cancer Project has started 
a survivor support group in Indianapolis. “We are excited to have the opportunity to 
offer cancer support services to the Indianapolis community as an affiliate,” Darryl 
Mitteldorf, the group’s executive director said recently, noting, “Lesbian, gay, bi & trans 
persons who are battling cancer also have the added stress of navigating a medical 
system that is heterosexist and sometimes hostile to gays.”

The Indianapolis support group will meet on the second Saturday of each month at the 
Damien Centre, located at 26 North Arsenal Avenue, and will be led by prostate cancer 
survivor John Keiber. “This new group will give myself and others with cancer the op-
portunity to reach out, support, and network in the gay community,” Keiber said.

“We believe it is important that these individuals and their care givers have a safe place 
where they can gather to share concerns and receive support without having to reveal 
their sexual orientation to strangers who may not be accepting or welcoming. This 
support group also will allow members to focus on issues unique to lesbian, gay, bi 
& trans individuals, such as problems with their partners being recognised as family, 
the lack of insurance and other benefits they would have if they were in a heterosexual 
relationship, and the lack of support from their family of origin,” Mitteldorf added.

Founded in 2005, the project is America’s first cancer survivor support network and 
advocacy non-profit organisation focused on the health and social issues unique to les-
bians, gays, bis and trans people. More information can be found at http://lgbtcancer.
org and on facebook at http://facebook.com/lgbtcancerproject

Gay & Lesbian Cancer Survivors Open 
New Support Group In Indianapolis
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Pink In 
The Sheets

By Mz. Pink / Word Columnist 
Mz. Pink,

I’ve never been to a Gynecologist. How important is it for me to go see one? Since I don’t 
have sex with men is it necessary to go?

Pap Fear - Indy.

Dear Pap,

It is extremely important to go to the lady doctor or a gynecologist. Just because you 
don’t have sex with men, does not mean you aren’t susceptible to different types of 
cancers, STD’s and other infections.

In an article I found from the Government of Western Australia Department of Health,  
at www.health.wa.gov.au the very question you posed to me was discussed. Here’s what 
they had to say:

Do lesbians need Pap smears?
Yes, lesbians need Pap smears too. There is no evidence to show that HPV infection 
rates are lower in lesbians. Rates of cervical abnormalities for lesbians are also similar 
to heterosexual women.

HPV is spread through genital skin to skin contact, including female to female sex. 
Also, some lesbians may have had sex with men at some time in their lives, as may 
have their partners.

Tips for making it easier to have a Pap smear:

1.) Find a lesbian-friendly health care provider.

2.) Think about how you will answer questions about your sexuality.

3.) Ask your partner or a friend to come to the appointment with you.

You can also ask that your sexuality is not recorded unless it is relevant to your health 
care.

HPV is not the only worry for women; infections can be contracted from partners who 
do not wash their hands or just from PH balances fluctuating. It is important to have 
a gynaecologist just in case you have any questions that may arise in regards to your 
health.

STDs can also be passed from woman to woman, and while it is less likely in lesbian 
sex it is very possible and does happen. Safe sex should be taken seriously in the les-
bian community as with any other community. For example, dental dams, finger cots 
and condoms (for sex toys, duh!) should be used and hygiene should be kept up for 
safer sex.

And last but by no means least; partners need to be honest with each other. You don’t 
need to give each other the third degree about each other’s sexual past, but if you think 
you’ve been exposed to a sexually transmitted infection or have exposed your partner 
to an STI then you owe it to that other person to communicate that, so the appropriate 
medical treatment can be obtained, and to abstain from sexual activity until the condi-
tion has been cleared up,” wrote the nuns at Order of Perpetual Indulgence (www.the-
sisters.org.uk). This site is amazing and also shares an extremely long list of diseases 
and infections that lesbians can pass back and forth to each other. Again, I stress the 
importance of an annual exam.

Here is what happens when you go for your exam:

—Basic doctor visit stuff: blood pressure, weight, height, etc.

—You will be asked to disrobe and to dress in the fabulous attire of a paper sheet and 
hospital gown.

—A physical will be conducted that includes a breast exam and checking of the abdo-
men all for irregularities.

—Then you will have to lay with your legs in stirrups in order for the doctor to check 
your goods. A speculum will be inserted into your vagina to hold open the vaginal 
walls in order to collect a sample of your cervical tissue with a cotton swab (pap test), 
and so the doctor can view your vaginal walls and cervix.

Unless you receive any other testing that is it for the exam! It might seem like a lot, but 
most gynaecologists are (pardon the pun) in and out like nobody’s business!

If you’re still in the air about whether or not to visit a gynaecologist, let me tell you 
that there is nothing to fear — especially if you go when needed. If you’re afraid to go, 
it’s understandable, it’s uncomfortable, but so is Chlamydia. Which would you rather 
have? 

Most infections and diseases can be cured with medicine and treatment if caught in 
time. And so yes, lesbians are in that bracket of needing to be checked and needing to 
take care of themselves. Go and have it done!

Mz. Pink

If You Want To Reach Customers All Over The 
Region, Reach For The Phone & Call Us! Anything 

Else Would Be A Wrong Number! 317/725.8840
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By Bill Elliott / Word Critic

Standard 
Reviewer

Steven Soderbergh’s Side Effects pulls the audience into a world where nothing is what 
it seems to be by using some deft camerawork and the film’s subject matter to create a 
platform for uncertainty, menace, and finally, paranoia.

It is fitting in a film about psychotropic drugs that much of the first hour makes the 
audience feel like they are under the influence of something that is warping reality, 
bending it into something that feels, for want of a better phrase, “not quite right.”

Waif-like 20-something Emily Taylor (a delicate but intense Rooney Mara) has just 
welcomed home her husband Martin (Channing Tatum) who has been serving four 
years for insider trading.

The couple’s fortunes have spiralled from the dizzy heights of suburban Connecticut 
mansion life to a dingy Manhattan apartment. Martin promises Emily that he will 
restore the couple to their former wealth and glory soon.

Emily seems happy enough at first but when she unexpectedly drives her car into the 
wall of their building’s parking garage, she is hospitalised and brought to the attention 
of psychiatrist Dr. Jonathan Banks (Jude Law). 

Banks feels she may be depressed, needing further treatment. She promises that if he 
releases her from the hospital she will become his patient.

Banks puts Emily on a series of anti-depressants (The film is very liberal in nam-
ing some of the top-selling brand name drugs — Prozac, Effexor, Wellbutrin, Celexa, 
Zoloft, etc.). None seems to have much of an effect — at least, not a positive effect. 
Emily still feels sad much of the time. 

Banks learns that Emily had previously been treated for depression, and he consults 
with her former psychiatrist, Dr. Victoria Siebert (the winsome Catherine Zeta-Jones, 
looking more like a naughty librarian than a psychiatrist). 

When Emily apparently embarks on a second suicide attempt, Banks takes Siebert’s 
advice and puts Emily on a new, experimental anti-depressant called Ablixa. She seems 
to respond favourably to the drug, though Banks is a little concerned about one of the 
medication’s side effects — sleepwalking.

Banks, meanwhile, is struggling to make ends meet at home. His wife has recently lost 
her job and his son is in a very expensive private school. So Banks is working double 
shifts at a local hospital as well as running his own private practice. He also takes on 
a lucrative consulting role with a pharmaceutical company for another experimental 
drug. 

This is the film’s set up and, really, saying any more risks spoiling what makes Side 
Effects such a pleasure to watch: it’s ability to shake up reality and perception to make 
the viewer never quite sure who are the “good guys” and who are the “bad guys.”

Side Effects offers several potential candidates as the “bad guys”: 

—The big pharmaceutical companies that make billions of dollars pushing pills onto 
doctors (and their patients). 

—The doctors themselves, who, either from being indirectly in the pay of drug com-
panies, or just out of convenience, make it easy for patients to seek medication-on-
demand. 

—The media, especially the advertising media, for glamorizing drugs and associating 
them with certain types of lifestyle. Or the patients themselves for taking the relatively 
“easy” option of psychotropic drugs rather than the hard work of psychotherapy.

One thing is sure. Side Effects probes the sinister dark side of the pharmaceutical in-
dustry, which makes huge amounts of money from millions of people who are afflicted 
with a plethora of psychological disorders. 

It also tackles the ethics of doctors who are easily distracted from the suffering of 
their patients by the prospect of potential riches acting as consultants to big pharma 
companies.

The second half of Side Effects gets a little bogged down in legal and medical bureau-
cracy as Emily finds herself in a whole mess of trouble as a result of taking Ablixa. 

Soderbergh’s film tells a compelling story if, ultimately, not an entirely believable one. 
But, in the tradition of Hitchcock, events are never what they seem to be, and charac-

ters are most assuredly not who they seem to be.

It’s fun to watch, at least for the most part. The courtroom scenes slow down the ac-
tion a little but perhaps that is necessary as the film shifts from psychological drama, 
to psychological thriller, and finally, to pseudo-Jacobean revenge drama.

The performances are a little uneven. Mara is mostly right on the money with her 
vulnerable, teetering-on-the-edge Emily. Law is sometimes a little rigid and strident 
as the outraged Banks. And Zeta-Jones mostly navigates the intricacies of her Welsh-
American accent, though she always seems to be acting with a capital “A.”

The real star of the film is Soderbergh, whose dizzying and often dislocating direction 
is well-suited to his storytelling style. Like Hitchcock, he knows how to spin a yarn and 
how to withhold information until the point at which knowledge is absolutely neces-
sary.

Speaking of which, it seems a little churlish to withhold so much information from the 
reader in a film review. But, saying any more about the film’s plot really would spoil 
the experience of seeing the action unfold onscreen. 

I am rather pleased that I entered the cinema with no real notion about the story (be-
yond the fact that the film is about the pharmaceutical industry). It certainly was not 
the film I was anticipating.

There seems to be quite a bit of interest in psychological disorders in Hollywood these 
days. However, Side Effects is a totally different kettle of fish to Silver Linings Playbook. 

While Playbook uses bipolar disorder as a springboard for its (mostly comic) story, 
Side Effects often uses depression as a distraction from its main focus. It’s not so much 
a film about the effects of depression as the often depressing side effects of a mono-
lithic and hugely influential pharmaceutical and medical sector on society.
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Hackin’ 
The Net

By Ted Fleischaker / Word Publisher 
Time for a few questions from the mailbox...and probably the biggest one to arrive 
from multiple sources lately is actually a repeat of a golden oldie: Do I buy that new 
(fill it in: computer/iPad/phone/laptop/music player) now or do I wait for the next one 
to come out?

And despite the playing field changing a lot since I last covered this, my reply has not 
changed much: buy the device you want when you can afford it and be 100% aware 
that about the time you get the box open they will come out with a new “latest/great-
est” which will make you unhappy you did not wait.

You might be looking at my reply and laughing, but I am totally serious: There will al-
ways be something new either out, coming out soon or “in the works.” The problem is 
you can’t talk on, surf with or listen to a wudda, cudda or shudda — you need to have 
that player, computer, iPad or other tablet in hand — and for that you have to make a 
commitment.  

I know what I am saying is not kind and gentle reassurance because the only thing you 
can be sure of is that someone, somewhere will be out with something newer, faster 
and better tomorrow. So that said what can you do?

First, be an aware consumer of electronics. Do some research online, in books and 
magazines or by asking friends. If you want a pc and all your friends are on Macs 
that might be a message in itself. If you have an iPhone, want a new one and all your 
friends love their Droids they got for half the price, that, too might be a message.

Also see what device fits. You’d not just walk into a shoe store, point to a pair and buy 
the sample would you? At the very least you’d ask a clerk for correct sizing then put 
them on and walk around on the store’s carpets a bit. And the same applies here.

Visit Best Buy, the nearest Apple Store, h.h. gregg or other retailer (everyplace from 
Target to Kmart and Costco sell phones, pads and computers nowadays) and try out 
what you are considering buying. And kick the tyres, too. If they don’t have a demo out 
to touch, that alone is worth questioning. 

And if you really want to go for a ride, ask a friend with that device if you can come 
over (take him to dinner after or bring a bottle of wine --- it’s just polite) and play with 
their laptop, desktop or iPad for an hour or two. See if it will do your spreadsheets, 
play your music with decent fidelity, stream your movies and Netflix and if it will con-
nect to the internet and stay connected. 

And ask the friend whose device it is if they’d buy one again. That will tell you way 
more than any reviews, magazines or store displays ever can. If they say yes, ask why 
and if they say no ask why, too. Remember that not everyone uses the same device the 
same way for the same purposes so if they tell you their partner doesn’t like the sound 
quality but all he listens to is screaming rock turned up so loud that it distorts, don’t 
take that for a final answer until you play your jazz or classical music at the level you 
like. 

Also read a bit to be an informed buyer. Go see what the pundits have to say about a 
replacement for what you are about to buy. Is there a strong rumour that a new pc, 
pad, phone or gadget is about to be released? If so, what will it do or have that the one 
you could walk in and buy today can’t?

We no sooner got used to our latest iPad than Apple came out with a newer, faster one. 
Do we regret buying when we did? Not at all as trying one of the newer ones we found 

the changes were barely noticeable for us who read newspapers on Pressdisplay’s app, 
magazines on Zinio’s app, play Words With Friends and enjoy a spot of internet radio. 
Maybe if we were using the iPad for other things we’d feel differently, but for us the 
one we got almost a year ago (the first with retina display) is not only just fine, but still 
great.  Remember those shoes — it’s all about fit and chances are what fits your needs 
just fine today will still be pretty much perfect in a year or two.

Also, and finally on this topic, go into a new purchase looking at a life span. From past 
experience, we know that ours for a computer is about 4-6 years. For our iPhone, two 
years till we get a new subsidised replacement from our carrier. I’m on my 3rd iPad 
but only my 2nd laptop as I rarely even use my laptop which dates from 1999. It all 
depends what you personally need, want and use the device for and how often. 

Our second question is closely related to the first and that’s the calls we get asking 
about extras. “Should I buy personal training on my iPad?” and “Do I want AppleCare, 
Geek Squad or the pc equal?”

Again, my reply is to buy what you need, as well as what you will use and can afford. 
If you have had six pc computers and this is your first Mac (or the other way round) 
then maybe you could use a year of the One to One or equal personal training to really 
figure out how to best use the bells and whistles on your new gadget. It’s amazing what 
an iPad or laptop can do if you know where and how. 

As far as the insurance, I never (ever) decline that on a computer, laptop, phone or tab-
let. That said, if you tend to be hard on your devices, then for sure buy that AppleCare 
Plus or other insurance. A dropped phone, cracked iPad screen or accidental dunk in 
the pool this Summer are way more easily “fixed” if you pay the deductible and get 
handed a new device than if you have to buy all over. Just like any insurance policy, the 
company is betting you won’t need it and they can keep your money as profit, and you 
are wanting to be 100% protected in case of disaster.

Remember, too, that most (check the options you get when you buy) insurance policies 
on computers also extend the warranty for a year or two on factory defects. A comput-
er can just stop. A screen can fail. A cable can break. And a hard drive or charger can 
just quit. If you want to be totally carefree, ante up at the start and walk away smiling.

Do keep in mind that none of the policies cover abuse, neglect or willful damage, so 
no matter how much you’d like, hitting your ex boyfriend squarely on the head with 
your iPad is not covered damage! Oh, and none of the policies we know of cover bio-
hazards, either, which is a polite way to say do not drop your pad, tablet or Kindle into 
the toilet. If you do, you are (ahem) shit out of luck!

Finally, we have had several questions lately on what to do with equipment you no 
longer went or need. You bought that shiny new iPad and have your first generation 
gathering dust. Or your phone got replaced when the contract was up and that old 
Droid is in a drawer taking up space. 

There are a number of options, but the first thing to answer is something which should 
seem obvious: Does the old (fill in the blank) still work? If the answer is yes then there 
are many more options — from selling it at a yard sale to posting it on Craigslist or 
ebay. You could also donate it to charity (many in the area take used gear and give tax 
credits) or you could donate it to a school or student for learning purposes.

If you have a friend who might be looking for used gear you could also sell it to them 
if it’s working. Keep in mind that some (not all, some) warranties will transfer to a 
new owner so if you happen to have one of those (AppleCare Plus is one such we have) 
and there’s say six months left, the new buyer will get that coverage. But be warned: A 
friendship can be lost over a “working” computer or phone which quits working and 
has no replacement warranty or loses your former friend’s data. 

Finally, what if your device is d.o.a.? If the phone/pad/laptop is dead then your op-
tions are much narrower. Cities have tox-away days and special drop off points which 
will accept used, broken electronics for recycling. In downtown Indianapolis, there’s 
a monthly drop-off collection at the May through October Farmer’s Market  on one 
of the Wednesdays which will take these items. There are also local schools and other 
groups happy to have your dead device.

One caveat, whether you sell, give away or junk your pad, phone or computer: clear 
off all of your personal information first! If the computer is dead, remove the hard 
drive and shred or destroy it. If it’s your phone take your SIM card and remove all your 
personal contacts and other info. On iPads, restore to factory settings will erase your 
apps, contacts and other items (think Facebook friends in that app or subscriptions 
to publications, etc.) Remember that handing over your computer or other e-device is 
like handing over your identity and life — possibly to a complete stranger. Unless you 
sell to a best friend or close relative (and even if you do), my advice is clear it off and 
leave no information someone may find to chance! I’m not just talking dirty pics of you 
and an ex here... I’m talking credit card info, account numbers and anything which 
can be used to steal your cash or identity. Happy computing!

Keep Or Replace???
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Breaking News @ Presstime!
SPRINGFIELD – The Illinois Senate has affirmed the freedom to marry in an historic Valentine’s Day vote. Bernard Cherkasov, CEO of Equality Illinois, in the state Capitol for 
the vote, said, "While this historic day is only half the battle, the Senate put Illinois on the road to recognising that, as President Obama said in his inaugural address, 'the love 
we commit to one another must be equal'." Cherkasov praised and thanked Sen. Heather Steans, the Senate sponsor, for her expertise in moving the bill through the chamber 
from introduction to passage. "Sen. Steans, always a passionate voice for equality, has earned our gratitude, and we congratulate her," Cherkasov said. Now the battle moves to 
the Illinois House of Representatives, where Rep. Greg Harris picks up management of the legislation. He has already been hard at work lining up support for the bill. 
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Damron
LGBT Travel Guides

with the 2013

For nearly 50 years, Damron has listed LGBT resorts, B&Bs, nightclubs, 
restaurants, cruises, tours & much more, across the US, Canada, Europe & beyond.

We’ll show you where to go! Trip OUT with Damron. 

Call for a free catalog. Got iPhone or iPad? Find Gay Scout and Gurl Scout in iTunes.
415/255-0404            www.damron.com

Out!Trip
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Book 
Nook

When It Comes To 
Downtown Living 

We Got All The Bases 
Covered!

*Hardwood floors,
*16ft. ceilings
*2 Blocks To Circle Centre
*1 Block To Lilly
*Supermarket Within 1 Mile
*Easy Interstate Access
*Free Indoor Parking Included

Rents From Just 
$775-$1800 Monthly

Immediate Occupancy!

A Taste Of Manhattan In 
Downtown Indianapolis!

Call 
800.849.4853

NEW BOOK TAKES ON GAY & LESBIAN ‘HISTORY’ VERSUS ‘HEARSAY’

Lesbian and gay activists who use historical role models can inadvertently distort our 
understanding of the sexual past, according to a cultural historian from The Univer-
sity of Manchester. This is because, argues Professor Laura Doan, ordinary people did 
not think of themselves or others as gay, lesbian or straight until the middle of the last 
century.

New archival material on women’s work and friendships during World War I, discov-
ered by Professor Doan, show that masculine women or same sex relationships from 
our recent past should be seen differently. It’s a controversy tackled by Disturbing 
Practices, to be published by the University of Chicago Press.

One example from the book is the sacking of Violet Douglas-Pennant, head of the 
Women’s Royal Air Force in 1918. Warmly praised for her work performance weeks 
earlier, Douglas-Pennant was suddenly ordered to resign. Years later she learned her 
downfall came about because of malicious rumours alleging her sexual misconduct 
with younger women.

Professor Doan said: “In my project’s earliest stage, I sought to substantiate the 
popular view that women serving in military organisations had a heightened sense of 
lesbianism.

“But the reality was different. First, the public were far more concerned about inde-
cency — which is a very different thing. Second, there’s little evidence that women saw 
themselves in terms of modern sexual categories. It’s not surprising this misconcep-
tion has taken root: when sexuality is stigmatized, activists use history to find positive 
role models, but the need of lesbian and gay activists to find icons can sometimes 
skew historical understanding.”

Modern knowledge of sexuality evolved more gradually than is generally acknowl-
edged, as the findings of leading sex experts were popularised in books and newspa-
pers during the interwar period.

Professor Doan’s book also researches other women involved in war work, such as 
Florence Eva Harley, a former nurse in the British Red Cross, who initiated legal 
action against a man she believed had besmirched her honour by accusing her of inde-
cency. In a move that is difficult to understand today, the nurse called her landlady to 
the stand who testified that her husband had given the women permission to share a 
bed. This evidence was introduced to prove the nurse’s impeccable reputation.

Professor Doan added: “Sex-talk buzzed all around during the Great War but in ways 
that make little sense to us now. Imagined history is useful for activists, but we must 
be careful not to assume people then thought about sex like we do today. If we are to 
learn from the past, then it’s important we represent it accurately.”

UTAH SCHOOL DISTRICT TO KEEP GAY & LESBIAN BOOKS

SALT LAKE CITY – Davis School District in Utah has agreed to never again remove 
a children’s book about a family with same-sex parents from its library shelves based 
solely on its content. The agreement settles a lawsuit filed by the American Civil Liber-
ties Union and the ACLU of Utah on behalf of a mother with children in the district.

Parents may still use the library’s normal procedures to prevent their children from 
checking out particular books, but the school agreed not to remove the book from the 
shelves just because it features a same-sex couple or because it contains homosexual 
content.

“I am happy that all parents will now have the chance to make their own decisions 
about their own children,” said Tina Weber, the mother who filed the challenge. “No-
body should be able to tell other people’s kids what they can and can’t read.”

In Our Mothers’ House, by acclaimed children’s author Patricia Polacco, was initially 
placed in the Easy Reading section of Windridge Elementary School in Davis County. 
After some parents complained the book “normalises a lifestyle we don’t agree with,” 
the school district instructed librarians to put the book behind a counter and to lend 
it only with written permission from a parent. This decision also applied to the three 
other school libraries with copies of the book. When the school district restricted ac-
cess to In Our Mothers’ House, it asserted that leaving the book on the shelves would 
violate Utah’s sex-education law, which prohibits instructional materials containing 
“advocacy of homosexuality.” The school now agrees that library books are not covered 
under the statute and that including books in the library that depict families with 
same-sex parents does not constitute endorsement or “advocacy of homosexuality.”
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Most people know Lidia Bastianich from watching her PBS series Lidia’s Italy. 
Or cooking with her QVC line of bakeware. Or adding her Italian inspired line 
of food products to meals. Or dining at one of her six restaurants across the U.S. 
Or doing all of the above at her Shangri- La for Italian wanna be’s and buys at 
“Eataly” in NYC. Plus she blogs and travels with consumers via her daughter 
Tonya’s business. And her son Joe is running the thriving family wine business 
from her homeland. And THEN there are her cook books....  
 
When you go to her website www.lidiasitaly.com it’s mind boggling at all of the 
things that this talented woman accomplishes. AND she blogs! But meet her 
in person and you know why. She truly DOES love to cook. And what you see / 
bake / eat / visit / read from her culinary empire IS the real deal. Because it all 
IS Lidia. I had the pleasure of meeting and interviewing her when she made her 
first visit to Indianapolis last month.  
 
She arrived on a Thursday to lunch with local restaurant owners and sample 
them on her family’s line of wines — Bastianich Winery in Friuli region of Italy. 
Old world grapes blended with new world vines. Made for food. And newly avail-
able in the local wine market.

Then there was a meet-and-greet cooking demo for the local PBS / NPR stations, 
WFYI, viewers / listeners at Clark’s Appliance. Friday meant more interviews, 
photos and another VIP reception. Then it was off to Ontario, Canada. 
And she smiled the entire time! Her motto is “Everybody to the Table” and the 
more we talked the more she shared how everyone can enjoy time at the table.  
 
I asked her a plethora of questions, all of which she answered delightfully and 
detailed for me in response. We talked about food, wine and what is probably 
her favourite role: being a loving and nurturing Nonna, which is Italian for 
“grandma”. Lidia celebrates her 65th birthday this month.  
 
I asked, “So what are you doing for your birthday?”  She said, “Do you really 
want to know?”, “YES,” I replied. Well... her grandkids decided that they will 
take Nonna  to Anguilla where they don’t want her to spend time in the kitchen 
cooking, but rather they want Nonna time!!  She said she will gladly oblige but 
since she knows so many of the chefs in restaurants in that area, when they go 
to eat, she will go into the kitchen to TALK. Not cook.  
 
I asked her what her latest culinary adventure entailed and she said Korean 
food. 
“They pickle vegetables — like that Kimchi thing. We do that in my homeland in 
Italy. Pickle beets and vegetables, so as I study Korean food I think about what 
Italian ingredients I already know how to do and how I can use those in dishes 
to add new flavours.”  
  
She said she loves the energy of Indianapolis and its food scene. She thought the 
people she met were very friendly. One of her six restaurants is also in the Mid-
west in Kansas City, so she talked much about the delightful and delicious game 
in this area that can readily be incorporated into her easy to make, wonderful to 
eat dishes she features in her latest cookbook, Lidia’s Favourites.   

She noted that staples in every kitchen to make anything taste great should in-
clude virgin olive oil, onions, garlic and dried legumes. 
 
She said that introducing those aromas and flavours are important for all fami-
lies, both for the adults and the children as she confided in me the sooner babies 
learn to smell and know the aromas of foods, such as vegetables, the easier it 
will be when they start to eat them.  

 
Lidia came to America when she was 12 and both of her parents worked. She 
said her mother always started something simmering on the stove in the morn-
ing but told HER how to finish it when she and the rest of the family came 
home. This made Lidia learn how to cook and appreciate time, energy and food. 
She says that even in the 21st century whirlwind world we can do that, too, and 
teach our children the same lessons — all of which lead to more self confidence 
and better meals on the table. 
 
So, I asked, if someone had a special meal to plan and wanted to prepare a dish 
that would include “everybody”...what should they prepare?

She replied, “Hands on. Gnocchi. Italian potato-filled pasta. Everyone rolls up 
their sleeves and digs in to the cooked mashed potatoes and flour and rolls and 
creates. Then a simple mushroom or game ragu. Perhaps someone in the group 
is a hunter and can contribute their venison or quail or rabbit. Fresh protein 
(wild game or meat from the store) can be diced and chopped and sauteed in the 
aromatics...add a can of tomatoes because fresh tomatoes are not in season in 
the Midwest and (she admitted) canned are just as good.” 

Red Gold Tomatoes in Elwood, Indiana is a great source for canned tomatoes 
found at most every grocery and always delicious. 

For more, check out Everybody to the Table and visit www.lidiasitaly.com   
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INDIANAPOLIS—Mark your calendars for Dining Out for Life 25th April presented 
locally by Hoosier Parks Racing and Casino. Nearly 40 restaurants in the Indianap-
olis area will donate 25%, 50%, or 100% of their entire day’s sales to fight AIDS in 
Indy. There are no special menus or codes to mention — simply dine out and you 
can help fight AIDS.

The Damien Centre is proud to represent the city of Indianapolis in its 19th annual 
Dining Out for Life event. Funds raised support programmes and services of-
fered by The Damien Centre, including free and confidential HIV and STD test-
ing, medical and non-medical case management, a food pantry, housing, mental 
health and substance abuse counselling, an on-site medical clinic and financial 
assistance. “The Damien Centre’s services are always free to the community, so 
fundraisers like Dining Out for Life are critically important to making the mission 
of The Damien Centre a reality. That mission is to help persons in central Indiana 
affected by HIV/AIDS to move forward each day with dignity, and to lead the fight 
to prevent the spread of HIV,” according to Kimberly Coon, the Centre’s Marketing 
Coordinator.

So which restaurants will be participating in this year’s event? Check out the 
growing list online at www.diningoutforlife.com or www.damien.org where you’ll 
also find a map to find your way to lunch or dinner. This year’s event will feature a 
range of restaurants in the Indianapolis area, including many returning favourites 
as well as new participants. “As our returning Champion Restaurant, Red Lion 
Grog House will again donate 100% of their day’s sales to The Damien Centre. 
Other returning eateries include Santorini Greek Kitchen, R bistro and English 
Ivy’s. You’ll also be able to check out several restaurants that are new to Dining Out 
for Life, including B’s Po Boy and The Bosphorus Istanbul Café. For even more 
fun, join us for the Dining Out for Life Afterparty at Talbott Street 25th April as the 
cover and a portion of your drinks will go to The Damien Centre,” Coon noted.

Dining Out for Life is an international event in 60 cities with more than 3,000 
participating restaurants. This international event collectively raises more than $4 
million each year to support local HIV/AIDS programming. 

Support nationally has grown to over 250,000 diners, thanks in large part to the 
efforts of Dining Out for Life Spokesman Ted Allen, host of Food Network’s prime-
time competition series Chopped. 

Allen will be joined by Pam Grier, actress, advocate and author of the memoir 
Foxy—My Life In Three Acts, as well as Daisy Martinez from the Food Network’s 
¡Viva Daisy! 

Dining Out for Life also welcomes new spokesman Mondo Guerra, a fashion 
designer and HIV/AIDS activist known for his innovative style and bold designs on 
Project Runway Season 8 and Project Runway All Stars. Subaru is the Host Sponsor 
of Dining Out for Life nationally.

The Damien Centre is proud to have numerous local sponsors for this year’s event, 
including Event Presenting Sponsor Hoosier Park Racing and Casino, along with 
Entercom Indianapolis, WTHR Channel 13, Talbott Street, GayIndy.com, Just Pop 
In!, Indy’s i94, The Word and Indy Pride. 

For the most up-to-date information, check out the centre’s tweets (@DamienCen-
ter) and friend them on Facebook (/thedamiencenter). 

“We have exclusive online perks, so follow/like us during and after the event for the 
latest scoop on The Damien Centre,” Coon added.

By the way, if you’re not a restaurant owner, but you’d still like to help make Din-
ing Out for Life a success then no problem. Individuals can also serve as restaurant 
ambassadors. 

Visit www.diningoutforlife.com/indianapolis for ongoing updates, ambassador 
info, participating restaurants and info.  

Damien Dine 
Out Event Set 
For 25th April
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Bill Malcolm / Word Columnist

Play 
Ball!

It’s March and that means there’s a lot going on in the Midwest and beyond on and off 
the playing fields and courts. Here is a run down of what’s reached me as of presstime:

HOCKEY

There are gay hockey leagues with teams around North America. Madison, Chicago 
and Columbus, Ohio, all have teams here in the Midwest, so if you want to see or com-
pete there are plenty of chances to do so. Madison practices Sunday afternoons (Info: 
www.madisongayhockey.org ). Meanwhile The Ohio Mayhem team of Columbus just 
had a Pride Night last month. On the 29th of March they will play The Donkeys. Get 
all the details on Ohio hockey at www.gayhockeyohio.com  To the north, Chicago has 
two teams: the North Shore Redline and Team Charry. For more hockey information, 
check out www.gayhockey.org and get the puck on the ice!

BASKETBALL

It’s been a fun Winter and I’m just back from the Sin City Sports Festival in Las Vegas. 
Check out women’s and men’s gay basketball teams and calendars online at www.nga-
bus.com By the way, Indianapolis appears (from the website) to have had a team but 
the website appears inactive. The Windy City Hoops are active, however. Nashville also 
has a hoops team. For Nashville information e-mail them at nashville@ngbaus.com

TENNIS

Indy Tennis is having a mixer on 
the 16th of March at the West Side 
Racquet club. Do note that is a 
tentative date, so check them out 
for any changes. Meantime, mark 
your calendar for their 28-30 Sep-
tember tennis tournament.

Closer in date, The Bluegrass Ten-
nis Open Tournament has been 
set for 11th through 13th May in 
Louisville.  

This annual event is 
sponsored by The Tennis 
Alliance of Kentucky and 
has raised $6,100 for The 
House of Ruth over the 
past three years. For de-
tails see www.glta.net   or 
visit www.talktennisclub.
com Check out my photos 
this month to see what 
a great time this event 
always is, too!

RUNNING

The annual Holliday Park Trail Run is this month in Indy. All the details are at http://
www.tuxbro.com/entry-info/holliday-park/holliday-park-trail-run-info.html

SPONSOR NEEDED

The Louisville Gay Athletic Association is seeking sponsors for the 2013 season. The 
club runs dodgeball, kickball and softball teams in the Derby City. If you or your busi-
ness is interested in sponsoring some good times and getting your name out there 
contact David Carney in e-mail at davidwcarneyjr@hotmail.com or call 502/408.5351.

On other topics, it’s March. Time for spring break. Here are a few ideas for cities to visit 
and their sports teams you might want to look up, play with or attend.

WASHINGTON, D.C.—Spring will soon arrive in our nation’s capital and that’s even 
before the cherry blossoms. Stay at the very affordable Washington Plaza on Thomas 
Circle (rate around $139 during cherry blossom and take the Metro to McPherson 
Square). Walk with Frontrunners at 9.30 a.m. Saturdays (meet at 23rd/P) or 10 a.m. for 
a run. They walk up Rock Creek Park to the zoo. Swim Monday nights at Marie Reed 
Pool off Q Street with DC Athletic Club. Hike with the Adventuring group Saturdays 
and Sundays in the nearby mountains. Rent a bike with DC Bikeshare (helmets not 
provided) one place and drop it off another all for a low price if you keep it under an 
hour. Pick up a copy of one of their two gay newspapers to see what’s up when you are 
there. They both have calendar and nightlife sections. And enjoy the cherry blossoms.

MICHIGAN—Detroit has a lot to offer. I like the Fairfield Inn in Madison Heights (a 
bargain and near Royal Oak) as far as a hotel, but there are also bargains on Priceline. 
If you want to spend some bigger bucks, stay downtown at the newly restored Westin 
Book-Cadillac. This classic hotel’s neighbourhood is still not the best, but it is coming 
back thanks to a lot of tech start-ups in the area. And you can cross the river (remember 
your passport!) and spend some time in nearby Windsor, Ontario on a Detroit trip, too.  
As far as sports, run with the Frontrunners (meet at Royal Oak’s Pronto on Saturdays). 
Swim with the AQUA swim club Sundays in Ann Arbor (brunch follows). By the way, 
if you head over to Windsor remember Canada is a British Commonwealth country so 
you can pick up some Cadbury sponge toffee candy (Crispy Crunch) from Britain or 
have dinner in the Italian Village. There’s a full casino and a gay club where the dancers 
take it all off, too! Pick up a copy of Between the Lines for more local ideas. And enjoy 
the Mercer Report, The National (News) with Peter Mansbridge on CBC (Canada’s an-
swer to PBS) on Detroit cable. There’s more to the motor city than cars!

OREGON—It’s not a cheap flight from out here in the Midwest, but in Portland there’s 
plenty to see and do — including nearby Mount Hood. You could also run or walk with 
the Frontrunners on Saturdays. Meet at the Vera Katz statue on the Willamette River 
Esplanade. Or maybe you’d like to hike with the Adventure Group on weekends. Visit 
the Columbia Gorge. Stay at the Mark Spencer or Ace hotels on Stark. Drink coffee at 
Stumptown in the Ace Hotel and be sure to take in the clean air in this most environ-
mentally friendly of cities. 

—If you are headed to the Great Northwest make it a double! Seattle is a bargain in 
March since the cruise ships and Summer tourists aren’t there yet. Run or walk with 
the Frontrunners at Green Lake Saturdays at 9 a.m.. Stay at the Springhill Suites on 
Yale (free use of 24 Hour Fitness across the street). Take the ferry for $9 round trip to 
Bainbridge Island. Register for the IGLA swim meet hosted by the Orca Swim Team 
this August (and swim with the Orcas Sundays at 5 p.m. at Seattle University.) See 
www.SGN.com for more details on local activites.

—Closer to home, discover Madison — the Wisconsin one! That city’s Frontrunners 
meet Saturdays at Wingra Park. The “Meet Up” outdoors group also has something go-
ing on (hiking, snowshoeing and the like). Enjoy the hockey team Sunday nights (www.
madisongayhockey.org). Check out the volleyball team (wwwmadisongayvolleyball.
com ).  Rent cross country skis at Odana or Elver Parks on the weekends and don’t miss 
Ohlbrich Gardens as well as the UW Memorial Union (the latter serves beer). Enjoy a 
view of the frozen lakes. Stay at The Concourse Hotel downtown. You may even catch 
a glimpse of Senator Tammy Baldwin or Governor Scott Walker. Wisconsin is a purple 
state if there ever was one.

—Finally, Toronto is a great destination anytime. Swim Saturdays at 5 p.m. with the 
Downtown Swim Club. Also, they are having a swim meet in April. Stay at the Court-
yard on Yonge or the Best Western Primrose. Both have great weekend rates though 
my publisher likes the Delta Chelsea much better so who am I to argue with the boss? 
Check the local gay newspaper, Xtra for local happenings. Shop at the world’s larg-
est grocery store, Loblaws, in the old hockey rink (great sit down food available too). 
Everything is near the Church Street Village and along Jarvis Street and look for a new 
boyfriend on “the steps” while you are there.

That’s all for March. Hang in there. Spring is around the corner for those of you who 
are waiting.
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INDIANAPOLIS—Jeremy Smith has been selected as the new Mr. 501 Eagle after 
a tight four-person contest held recently. Judges for the evening were Ron Kautz 
- Mr. 501 Eagle 2012, Jeremy Morris - Mr. Iowa Leather 2012, Derek Harley - Mr. 
Minneapolis Eagle 2012, Sir Papa Bear - Great Lakes Leather Sir 2013 and Matt 
Purcell Mr. 501 1998. MC for the evening was 501 Eagle Manager Jerry Roseberry 
and event staff included ally Master - Pup John, Den Daddy Jamie McKim and judges 
boy - Mark Grummell - Great Lakes Leather boy 2013.
 
“The 501 was very honoured to have IML 2012 Woody in attendance and as a guest 
speaker, plus our own Mr. 501 Eagle 2012 Ron Kautz was on hand to present a 

Jeremy Smith Takes Mr. 501 Eagle Title

final cheque to Step-Up, which does HIV testing and 
passes out free condom packets to all the bars. The 
cheque presented brought his total raised for them 
during his year as title-holder to $1,300,” Roseberry 
told The Word.
 
The contest had four entrants and each was put 
through the process of an interview earlier in the day, 
an introduction in formalwear (with an introduction 
of themself) and the ever-popular jockwear contest 
with a fun question each contestant had to answer 
on stage. Contestants were Miles McDonald, Tom 
Fleetwood, Greg Otto and eventual-winner, Jeremy 
Smith. At the conclusion of judging only a few points 
separated the winner from 1st runner up, Miles 
McDonald. 

 
Word photos courtesy of Brian Gossett / 501 Eagle.
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See You at IOZZO’S 
946 S Meridian St 
Indianapolis, IN  
317-974-1100 
www.iozzos.com 

Happy Hour at 
I O Z Z O ‘ S 

Half Price Appetizers Mon-Thur  
3pm-6pm in the Bar or Courtyard 

 

Choose From These Selections 
Bruschetta $3.5 
Basil Cheese Garlic Bread $4 
Meatball Martini $4 
Stuffed Mushrooms $5.5 
Calamari Fritti $5 
Toasted Ravioli $4.5 
ZoZo Crispy Shrimp $5 

Weekday Drink Specials 
Available All Day 

 

Monday 
Half Price Carafes of House Wine 

Tuesday 
25% Off Bottles of Wine 

Wednesday 
50% Off Glasses of Wine 

Thursday 
$5 Martinis 
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The times, they are a changin’. In fact, I’m beginning to wonder whether gay, lesbian, 
bi & trans folks are today’s canaries in the coal mine.

For those of you unfamiliar with the canaries’ function, the phrase refers to the fact 
that well into the 20th century, coal miners would bring canaries into the mines to 
serve as early-warning signals for toxic gases — primarily carbon monoxide. The birds 
were more sensitive to the presence of the gas and would become sick before the min-
ers had been exposed to dangerous levels.

I began to consider this (admittedly odd) analogy when members of the Indiana Gen-
eral Assembly — as retrograde a group as one could find outside, perhaps, Mississippi 
or Alabama — announced that they would not hold a vote during this year’s session on 
a measure to amend the Indiana Constitution by inserting a ban on same-sex marriage.

To appreciate the magnitude of this announcement, you’d have to have lived in Indiana 
the past several years. 

Legislative homophobia has been a given and the prospects for this particular piece 
of bigotry had been considered bright. Those who oppose the measure had settled for 
strategies meant to “kick the can down the road.” 

Indiana is one of those states where amending the constitution is difficult; a proposed 
amendment must be passed in identical form by two separately elected legislatures, 
after which it goes to the public in the form of a referendum. 

Opponents focused on getting changes in some of the more ambiguous and mean-spir-
ited language of the proposed amendment; changing the language would delay what 
seemed inevitable. 

The working assumption has been that the ban was a slam-dunk to emerge from the 
General Assembly, and that an eventual public vote would lodge discrimination solidly 
in the state’s charter.

The vote could still occur during next year’s session, of course. The 2012 election ush-
ered in Republican super-majorities in the Indiana House and Senate. Worse, the state 
elected a dyed-in-the-wool culture warrior as governor. Prospects for defeating or even 
delaying the ban looked even more hopeless.

But that’s where it gets interesting. 

A couple of statewide polls show a solid majority of Hoosiers — whatever their posi-
tion on same-sex marriage — oppose amending the constitution. 

And The U.S. Supreme Court accepted two significant cases: one involving a challenge 
to DOMA and one an appeal of California’s Proposition Eight. The President was re-
elected handily, even after his very public endorsement of marriage equality.

What I find interesting is that the sea change on gay rights issues is only part of the 
story — only one indicator of a broader social/political shift that is just becoming vis-
ible.

Here’s my current analysis (and it’s worth every penny you are paying for it — in other 
words, probably nothing): The upheavals we now refer to as “the sixties” created an 
enormous backlash. 

All of a sudden, there were uppity black folks, bra-burning feminists, anti-war activists 
and other troublemakers undermining the natural order of things. 

Those various movements: the womens’ movement, civil rights movement, antiwar 
movement permanently changed American society, but they also engendered huge 
resentment and push-back. That backlash was what ushered in the so-called “Reagan 
revolution,” and energised the culture warriors and “family values” organisations. 

Just as the 60s movements became excessive and spawned reaction, the GOPs right-
ward march has now gone much too far. 

Women, minorities, young people and other reasonable folks are abandoning the party 
in droves. Except for a remaining fringe of old, white, Southern heterosexual men, 
Americans have become comfortable with diversity and the other results of the disori-
enting sixties — at the same time they are getting increasingly uncomfortable with the 
extremism and “us versus them” worldview of today’s conservatives.

Gays are among the first to benefit from what is beginning: a swing back from the 
precipice and a long-overdue reconsideration of what America should look like. 

The canaries are breathing. It’s a good sign.  
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Whipping 
Post

By Ms. K / Word Columnist
I have recently returned from Phoenix, where I attended the Southwest Leather Con-
ference. I have travelled to this event for several years and feel that this time was better 
than in years past.  

I am not sure how the folks who produce this event continue to make it better each 
and every year, but they do it somehow. I always come away thinking “this is the best,” 
but then they turn around and improve it the next year. I encourage you to attend the 
Southwest Leather Conference if you have not ever been and help me continue to sup-
port the great work these folks do each and every year for our community.  

Returning home, I received a letter from a gentleman in Indianapolis who is asking me 
about the steps he needs to perform to become a part of the Leather community. He 
asked if there are tests that each Leather person must pass and he notes he feels that 
Leather men currently a part of the community seem to have a hard time. In short, he 
wants to know what he can do to be approved of as a Leather person.

Here’s my advice: Becoming a Leather man takes getting out and about to places and 
events where other Leather men go. If you find it hard to strike up a conversation with 
a Leather man, you are not alone. I hear this all the time and have heard this since 
entering the Leather community myself back in the early 1980’s.  

The first step, I believe, is one of the hardest: Making yourself physically get out of 
your comfort zone and going up to Leather men and being friendly is difficult for most 
people. I remember when I first went to a Leather bar with a gay man I had met next 
door at a gay dance club. I was thrilled at the leathers he was wearing and was asking 
so many questions of him he said, “Come next door and you will see a lot of men just 
like me.” So I did. I was very scared, but I  walked in with him and knew immediately 
that I was home.  

Attending Leather events and visiting social settings where Leather men are is a great 
way to get more comfortable as you start to discover yourself and make friends. I un-
derstand that this will scare you. Most folks get freightened at the thought of making 
themselves show up at an event, but I believe it will be the best thing you can do.  

It is easy these days to go online and look up what is happening where and when but if 
you do not have a computer and are reading this on paper as your source, what do you 
do? The following are a few places and events which you can start out with that will 
get you “out” to meet people... people who can give you the information you are seek-
ing to get started with becoming the Leather person you desire to be.  

—The 501 Eagle bar located in downtown Indianapolis is a great place, especially on 
the weekends, to meet up with Leather men.  When you enter the bar, you can see 
signs and event posters scattered around detailing upcoming events you might be 
interested in attending. This is a gay Leather men’s bar so if you are straight, please be 
aware that most of the regulars at the 501 are gay men.  

—There is the NLA (National Leather Association) Indianapolis chapter that meets 
every month and has discussions as well as demonstrations at their monthly club 
meetings. You do not have to be a member to attend a meeting. NLA – Indianapolis 
states that they welcome all newcomers to the community and focus on education 
and community service. They also have a play party every other month for members. I 
need to note that most of their members are 30 years of age and older. 

They meet the third Tuesday of every month at Santorini’s Greek Kitchen in the Foun-
tain Square area of Indianapolis. Dinner is at 6.30 p.m. and then they adjourn upstairs 
in a private room at 7.45 p.m. for a demo or discussion meeting. You can attend the 
meeting without having dinner. Meetings are free to attend and dinner is the cost of 
whatever you order to eat or drink. Once you attend you have the opportunity to meet 
others and connect with events in the area you might find of interest.  

—Finally, there are numerous large conferences throughout the country (like the 
Southwest Leather Conference I mentioned before) that you might be interested in, so 
I will mail you with a suggested list of some of those you might like to try.  I hope this 
helps with your journey to start entering the Leather community.  

I also need to mention (if you do travel) that there are traditions and protocols in the 
Leather community which vary from one region to another. The best thing you can do 
right now is to get out there, meet folks and see what suits you best. 

I also need to let readers of this column know that I have made a couple of suggestions 
differently than I might have otherwise since the writer of this letter does not have a 

computer. I have in the past given out websites as a point of reference and for those 
on the net many more options exist. To all I say: There is a place for you, but it is up to 
you to come out and discover where you will land in your journey to become a Leather 
person. I wish you luck and look forward to meeting you out and about in the Leather 
community. Remember, too that there are many myths out there about Leather people.  
Some folks see a few Leather people and think we are all the same. While many of us 
may wear black leather vests with event run pins on them or black leather chaps or 
jeans, we are as different as we are the same. It will take getting to know us just like 
the process you go through when you make new friends. The Leather community can 
be a wonderful place to belong. We are brought together by numerous common inter-
ests, but that does not make us any less individual.  

Please e-mail me at MsKLeather@sbcglobal.net with your questions and comments. I 
love getting all your letters.   
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317.484.1128
1430 Main Street in Speedway

Just a few doors down from Dawson’s Restaurant

www.TaxBackIndy.com

Race in to get your taxes done  
and get a FREE Indy Car Ride! 

Race into TaxBack Speedway to have your taxes prepared and we will provide you with a gift 
certificate to ride in the Street-Legal IndyCar 2 Seater at the Dallara IndyCar Factory in INDY.  

In addition we will provide a ticket for you to tour the Dallara Factory.  
Certificates are valid for one year!  Offer only valid for new clients! Not valid with other offers.

We are locally owned & operated.  
Don’t overpay a national chain, our fees are lower than those other guys!

Appointments & Walk-ins welcome. Get your taxes completed while you wait!
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Who do you know that would  
be interested in getting their  
name & message in the sky?

Don’t let  
our new 
balloon  

fly naked.

In the last three years our balloons have flown 100-plus flights per year  
all in the immediate area including right over downtown Indy.

So if you know of any company looking for something truly unique  
to add to their marketing strategy, please pass on their information  

to us or pass our information to them. 

Please email us for program pricing, balloon design images  
or any other questions you may have.

BTW…All referrals given will be entered into a drawing for some  
very cool prizes, email us for details…

P.S.  Are you interested in booking a hot air balloon ride?  
Check out our website www.midwestballoonrides.com.

For more information contact:
Tony Sandlin

tony@midwestballoonrides.com
Midwest Balloon Rides

7 Launch Way  •  Fishers, IN 46038
O:  317.863.0318  •  C:  317.414.0148

Midwest Balloon Rides is offering  
a very unique opportunity  

to 8 partners in the  
Indianapolis area.

St. Patrick Had 
To Follow A 
Rainbow To Get 
Perfect Stitches! 
All You Have To 
Do Is Call Us!  
No Luck Needed!
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The 4th Annual Greater Vincennes AIDS Walk 
 Saturday, March 23 at 2:00 PM EST  

Vincennes University Student Recreation Center   
This event supports the AIDS Holiday Project, 
and raises awareness among young people in 

our community about HIV and AIDS.   
Individuals and teams can sign-up at 

www.VincennesAIDSWalk.org.
  FREE HIV testing will be provided on site from 

12 Noon to 2:00 PM when the walk begins. 
For additional information, 
to volunteer or to become 
a sponsor, please contact 

any of the individuals 
listed above. 

Checks can be sent to 
Vincennes AIDS Walk c/o 

VU Student Activities  
Office, 1002 N. First 

Street, Vincennes, IN 

2013 Sponsor 
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Ted Fleischaker / Resident Hypochondriac

Medical 
Matters

To keep our lawyers happy, be advised that the recommendations 
which are contained in this column are suggestions, but are not to be 

taken as medical advice. Always consult your physician or a healthcare 
professional before undertaking any physical fitness or other exercise 

programme.

FEEL ALL THE STRESS & TENSION
MELT FROM YOUR BODY

UNDER THE HANDS
OF A NATIONALLY-CERTIFIED

MASSAGE THERAPIST

 INCREDIBLE 
90 Minute MASSAGE 

FOR JUST $75
CLINIC LOCATED On East 86th Street In The Nora Area

CALL RON AT
(317) 902-2796

EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE
WITH QUALITY MASSAGE!

March is here and that means the seasons are about to start changing...for some it’s a 
pleasant relief because those days when depression hits with clouds and snow and rain 
will soon be on the wane. For others it means Spring allergy season is almost upon us 
and with the first buds will come the runny noses and watery eyes. Others will be hap-
py to see more sunny days to get outside and run or work out, while others will start 
planning those Summer pool parties, half marathons, bike tours and other events.

What we’re trying to say is that this time of year, more than almost any other, presents 
plenty of challenges for our bodies — whether it be mental as days lengthen or physi-
cal as some try too hard to get set for Speedo and Spandex season. Here are a few 
thoughts and things to watch out for:

—If you are planning to boost your physical regimen with the change of seasons, 
start with a visit to your doctor’s office and get checked over. After a long Winter, you 
might need to start more slowly than you’d like, plus muscles and bones unused to all 
that work might need to be checked to make sure you don’t end your season before it 
begins with a sports injury.

Be sure to get your doctor’s OK before you start that new activity — be it biking, run-
ning, lifting, boot camp or whatever. Also, Spring is a good time to think about losing a 
few pounds you might have picked up in front of the TV this Winter, so ask the doc for 
some diet recommendations. Just remember that fad diets are just that — fads which 
rarely work, often can cause harm to your body and all-too-regularly don’t allow you 
to eat properly so you keep weight you might lose off.  This is also a good time to visit 
www. http://nhlbisupport.com/bmi/ and calculate your body mass index (BMI). 

That site has an easy calculator where you enter your weight and height and the BMI 
pops up. Anything over 25 is bad news and anything past 30 even worse news. Check 
your numbers and see where you fall. If your number tops 25, be sure to consider los-
ing some pounds.

—Plan your Spring activities so you build up to a goal. We all do better when we have 
a goal set — whether it be fitting in those size 31 jeans in time for a mid-Summer trip 
or that swimsuit for Palm Springs. Having a tangible goal increases your chance of 
success with losing weight, toning up or both. And be realistic! It’s all well and good to 
say “I will lose 25 pounds!” but it’s one thing to have that as a goal for six months from 
now and quite another unrealistic thing to set that for six weeks away.

—Understand that not working out every day is no reason to give up on whatever plans 
you have. If you say you are going to run four days a week and it happens to storm or 
turn unseasonably cold on one of them, reschedule to the next good weather day or go 
anyway so long as there’s no lightning or unsafe weather taking place. Not every fitness 
walk or run will or must be on a sunny day with the temperature at 72 which is why 
“fair weather” walkers and runners rarely succeed in their fitness plans.

—Watch that Spring sunshine! Just as is the case all year, sunburn can cause per-
manent damage to your skin. It’s been awhile (unless you are one of the lucky ones 
who went to the Caribbean or Florida this Winter or got a lot of sun on the slopes at 
Vail) since the sun was as intense as it is this time of year. Head over to the drugstore 
and get some SPF 15 or higher lotion and put it on regularly — especially if you will 
be sweating it off during your workouts. Remember that the effects of sunburn are 
cumulative, too, so apply plenty of protection when you will be outside as the sun gets 
higher in the sky.

—Get set for Spring allergies. The leaves and plants coming out and the flowers due in 
the coming months will be a real challenge. If you regularly take allergy medication be 
sure to have some near to hand. If you see your doctor for allergy shots in the warmer 
weather, be sure to book those appointments and be prepared for the pollen and sneez-
ing season to begin.

—Also with the changing of the season be sure to keep your body comfortable with 
proper gear. Winter heavy coats and gloves might not be needed anymore this year, but 
on chilly mornings a warm-up top, hoody or light gloves most certainly will come in 
handy here in the weather-fickle Midwest. Now’s a good time to dig out those clothes 
from storage or the back of the closet, wash them, make sure they are in good repair 
and shop for new if the old ones have had their better days. 

—Do not forget your feet! Shoes do wear out and experts we checked with note that 
300-500 miles (depending on your weight and running style) is about the life of cush-
ioning in a pair of running shoes. The tops might look perfectly good and even the 

soles, but for a running shoe to cushion your stride, there needs to be some “spring” 
in not only the weather, but your step. If your shoes are past it, then plan to get a new 
pair and break them in gradually. Just as you don’t want to hurt your body by starting 
an exercise programme too quickly, you also do not want a torn ligament, sprained 
ankle or foot problems from worn out shoes or new ones you never took time to get 
used to before competing.

Remember, too, that a number of area runs take place in the Spring including the mini 
marathons in Louisville for the Derby and the largest of all — the Indianapolis 500 
Mini. If you plan to compete or even run along with friends, you should have already 
started your training. If you haven’t, hop on that now, plan to run the big race next 
year or pick another event which is later in the year. If you go out too fast and do not 
train to get your body ready you can plan on injuries!

Also, while we are on feet, be sure to keep yours in good shape. Trim your nails regu-
larly. Watch for the signs of athlete’s foot (which can become infected and land you in 
hospital) by washing and drying your feet regularly. Have proper socks to wick away 
moisture and plan on changing them more often as the weather warms. Grab some 
athlete’s foot spray, cream or powder and use it. Be sure to consult your doctor if you 
have signs of infection or any foot pain as that could be the start of something far 
more serious.

—Finally, do not become discouraged. Just as many of you can already see those 
broken New Year’s resolutions clearly in your rear view mirrors, it’s really easy to 
“only” lose a pound in a week or “only” shave a few seconds off that two-mile run in a 
month’s time. Prepare and plan in advance for set-backs (we all have them occasion-
ally). Set realistic goals, then stick to them and we guarantee things will change for the 
better as the months go from cold to warm and the seasons change. Spring and Sum-
mer will soon be here so start now by getting ready and you’ll be surprised how good 
you will look and feel.
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Bloomington, Indiana’s 
historic Buskirk-Chumley 
Theatre played host 
recently to the Pride Film 
Festival — a wild and 
fun weekend of movies 
(professional & amateur), 
flash mobs, a dance party 
and the Midwest’s first-
ever gay and lesbian mass 
wedding, officiated by 
no less than Bloomington 
Mayor Mark Kruzan. 

Word photos by Ann 
Schertz & Lee Densmore. 
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Food For 
Thought

Gossip 
Cats

By Gossipcats Britain & Sydney By Ted Fleischaker / Word Publisher
INDIANAPOLIS—One of the best parts about writing this column is getting to try new 
places, but as there are just seven days a week and we also love to cook, this also means 
there are only so many meals one can eat out a week or month — my way to say return-
ing to old favourites is something we wish we had more time to do. That’s why this 
month’s column is such a treat: we have made it back to two spots we like and  found 
(happily) still have the good food we’d remembered. The duo are the Indiana State 
Museum’s living L.S. Ayres & Co. Tea Room exhibit and the lofty Skyline Club — the lat-
ter of which welcomes non-members for dinners, but for lunches only during the city’s 
twice-annual Devour Downtown restaurant weeks. 

The Ayres Tea Room was the most pleasant surprise because we’d heard some less-than-
savoury comments from friends and we had to admit it’d been at least a half year since 
our last visit — maybe more. The good news is that the friends were wrong and little has 
changed save for the retirement of my favourite waitress who we missed, but who was 
most ably replaced by the two other servers in the dining room on a too quiet mid-week 
lunch when we visited. I say too quiet because with the fair prices — four ate well for 
under $50 — and the atmosphere preserved 100% from the days pre-1990 when the 
same chairs, tables, chandeliers and more were at the downtown department store, it’s a 
shame they were not packed as they once were. The menu is also sticking with traditions 
which we love for while there were some additions, a sketch of the famous Ayres clock 
(now the Carson, Pirie, Scott & Co. clock) demarcates original recipes. That includes 
everything from Chicken Velvet Soup to the Chicken Pot Pie and even the Ham Loaf. 

The tea room still is dignified, and despite the dearth of people, I felt slightly out of 
place as I was dressed quite casually. I recall a time when I would have been somewhat 
embarrassed at the original had I not worn a tie and my mom not had on a hat and 
white gloves. But despite denim being welcome and the museum opening the tea room 
to all comers (an admission fee for the museum is not required to go to this “exhibit” 
and dine) the place was sadly empty right at lunch hour, and unlike some situations 
where poor food or service explains few customers, this one defied explanation. Every-
thing from my soup and my and partner Anthony’s Club Sandwiches (which were huge) 
to friend Denny’s Chef Salad and partner Ivan’s Monte Cristo (described on the menu 
as “Roasted turkey, ham and Swiss cheese on lightly battered sourdough bread grilled 
and finished with a delectable blueberry coulis...”) came out flawless, so if you have a 
chance, do lunch at the L.S. Ayres Tea Room at the Indiana State Museum (650 West 
Washington Street). Hours are Monday thru Saturday, 11 a.m. – 2.30 p.m. and Sundays, 
noon – 3 p.m. They do still take reservations (317/232.1637) though sadly most days you 
won’t need one, just as you won’t need that tie anymore.

The second of our lunches took place during the Winter Devour Downtown weeks at the 
Skyline Club on the 34th floor of the One America Building at Ohio and Illinois streets. 
That was as we’d remembered also, though if you want to try the lunch you will have 
to join the club (not cheap) or wait it out till the Summer Devour Downtown weeks. 
You can call 263.5000 and do dinner meanwhile if you are a non-member, but what we 
remember best about past visits courtesy of member friends and Devour was the lunch 
buffet. And what we recall most fondly about that were the huge mounds of boiled 
shrimp on the salad bar. I am pleased to report that the shrimp are still there (assuming 
they were replenished after we ate most of what they had on a recent day) plus the salad 
bar and rest of the buffet lunch is still also wonderfully unchanged. The bargain price 
of $15 per person during Devour made it an even better deal as the day we went, along 
with the shrimp,  smoked salmon (lox) and Chicken Cordon Bleu it also featured some 
decadent desserts .

Sadly, one thing about the Skyline Club which has also not changed is, to us, the for-
mality. Staff still seems stiff and while service is efficient, it lacks warmth. Maybe it’s 
because we are “outsiders” and not members or maybe it’s always that way — we don’t 
plan to join and find out — but it was still noticeable. Also, unlike the Tea Room, where 
the food and service remain, but denim is welcome, it is still not well-received here. 
Same for informal shoes, baseball caps and what these days passes for dress to dine. 
In some ways this is good, but in others it might account for the fact that (and here the 
similarity was striking) they were as empty at lunch time the day we went as the Ayres 
was a few days later. 

So will we be going back to the Skyline Club? Yes if they will have us again after reading 
our comments though not till next Devour as membership just to go eat (no matter how 
good) is too rich for our blood. For an occasional thing and for $15 it was great, plus the 
view of downtown, The Circle and all the way out to Greenwood was as we’d remem-
bered — magnificent. 

Ah March...since it’s early this year, it’s the month of Easter rabbits as well as a time many 
folks look forward to. As cats, we get set to be ignored (There are NO Easter kittens despite 
what poor Sydney thinks.) and it’s our time, too, to drive Ted crazy as we shed our Winter 
fur. It’ll be revenge time, since Ted, Ivan and Anthony recently decided we cats needed a 
bath, so Ivan took us in the shower with him (Check out poor Britain below!) while Ted 
& Anthony waited outside to finish the dastardly deed with a hairdryer to dry us off! How 
embarrassing! Anyway, let’s see what we have heard this month... First off, we hear a 
certain broadcast media employee is smarting but was not smart enough to figure 
out he was about to lose $900. That’s what he paid a peripatetic Indy duo who moved to 
Key West recently for the car “we won’t be needing anymore after we move.” Problem is, 
he never got the title, and he never got the car, either. As of presstime they’d kept his $900. 
And what did this duo tell him when he called asking where his new vehicle was? “It’s here 
in Key West! How else did you think we were going to get here, anyway?” Ah, the tale of a 
fool and his money... Anyway as of our last check, the duo were in Key West with the car, 
our Indy friend still had no 
tile and no wheels and they’d 
spent his $900 for gas, hotels 
and food on the way down. It 
looks like this was an “all sales 
final” deal...unless, if course 
the duo show their faces in 
Indy again!... Speaking of 
faces, we hear someone had 
a bloody one after a recent 
bun fight (great British ex-
pression The Urban Diction-
ary defines as “A sustained, 
overblown argument about a 
petty matter, usually per-
sonal in nature...”) at an Indy 
nightspot. Seems from what 
we were told this guy (From 
Chicago? Nobody was quite 
sure.) got real persistent with 
our pal Bry — so persistent 
that he chased him all over the 
dance floor, tried to buy him 
drinks and get flirty before he 
half dragged him into the club’s 
bathroom where it got a bit too up close and personal, so we pussies hear Bry socked him 
in the face a couple times to get loose! We hear the guy fled the scene, leaving Bry with a 
bloodied shirt and a tale to tell these cats’ owners — after, of course, he told them not to 
whisper it to us! Lotta good THAT did, huh?... Speaking of lotta good, we hear tell the 
malcontent who was gonna sell Nik a car has put the junker in reverse and backed 
out of the deal. Last we checked, Nik was still looking for wheels though he insists this 
time they have a working motor and transmission attached. If you know of any on offer, 
pop in at English Ivy’s, let him know and tip well!...Speaking of tips, we cats won’t get one 
unless we remember to say Happy 21st Birthday to Anthony. Now he, Ted & Ivan can go 
out anywhere and not be refused service!... Speaking of refusing, we refuse to name 
names but we find it sad that management at one of the Midwest’s gay clubs is look-
ing for a way to quit allowing women to enter because the gay owner feels it’s bad 
for business. Last we looked that was not only illegal, but for a gay person you might be 
wanting to go check your mirror because rights are something we need more, not less, 
of!... Speaking of less, we’d be less than polite were we not to give sympathy to friend 
Douglass at Metro on his recent loss of a very good friend... On a much happier note, 
we cats hear tell that the new 18 to 24 special over at Club Indy is going very well, so 
drop in and be seen or see all the cuties who are showing up. Great job with a promo-
tional idea, too, folks!... Speaking of promoting, Springfield, Illinois has taken the lead 
as the first 2013 Pride to call and ask if we pussies and our two-legged staff would 
sponsor their pride 18th May...and to clarify, they are the first this year as the folks in 
Spencer asked last year and we have said yes to both so look us this Summer! How time 
flies!... Finally, speaking of flying, we were glad to see good friend Jim Brown fly in 
from Florida to help his crew at Metro man the sledge hammers and screwdrivers 
(How butch!) as they did their recent remodel. Metro should be (if it’s not by the time 
you read this) reopening very soon! Call em at 317/639.6022 and check before you venture 
out. Meantime, Happy Passover, Hoppy Easter and Welcome Spring! Meow!
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